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Murray City
Cemetery gets
expansion OK

Y
MOVING HISTOR
IN A NEW PLACE
PENNY STORE SET FOR NEW LIFE

By TOM BERRY
• . Staff Writer
Calloway County Magistrate
.! Johnny Gingles isn't the only one
,excited about his plan to relocate,
f
. preserve and partially restore the
Penny
100-year-old
''. nearly
1-Cortununity Store. Since hearing
j about the project, people who
. have lived in or near the small
north Calloway business or were
former customers want to have a
hand in preserving what they
consider an important part of area
history.
"I might have started it, but
it's kind of turned into a community project now," Gingles said.
"I've had several people that
have heard about it and want to
help any way they can."
The store, which was constructed around 1909, will be
moved soon from its original
location at the intersection of
Airport and Poor Farm roads to
Gingles' property about 100
yards away; so it won't be leaving the community in which it
was born. The move may take
place today or sometime this
weekend if the weather allows.
The store served its last customer and closed its doors in
1979. Gingles said he decided to
take on the project as a community service and as the new site of
his pumpkin and Halloweenrelated business.
He's interested in restoration
to the smallest detail possible. He
says he knows where to find the
original Coca Cola sign (also
known as the Rosa Cilmacsty sign)
that once held'ts prominent place
on the store's we side.
"I'm going to try to get it back
and put it back on there." he said.
Gingles' home and garage are
Oiled with old signs, buckets,
cans, bags, bottles, thermometers, soft drink freezers and other
out-ofof
memorabilia
business/but still-famous brand
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Workmen with Ruggles Home
Movers of Benton (above) prepare to move the nearly 100year-old Penny Community
Store from the intersection of
Airport and Poor Farm roads
this morning_ The store will be
relocated soon to the Johnny
Gingles property about 100
yards away where it will be
partially
and
renovated
restored. At right is a blackand-white photo of the old
Penny store in its hey-day.
mimes ranging from Piedmont to "Peony ceitentuoity
'1 want toga( it to look ACM
Coca Cola, Double Cola to Shell.
and Mobile gasoline to Martha the way it did loot in the late '40s
White flour. He plans to display or early '50s as much as I can.
them inside and outside the build- Right now, my goal is to get it set
up by fall so we can start selling
ing after it has been renovated.
The store was once a Shell sta- our pumpkins," he said. "Later I
tion however the brand name of plan to go in and fix it up a little,
gasoline sold over the years build some shelves, build a front
porch and stock some old country
changed many times.
He even has an original

nuseuni."
neighborhood stores
tend to draw a local community
together because they serve
meeting places for folks who
patronize it. Many Penny folk
met and became friends from vis-

ider

•See Page 2A
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
With only 150 lots left to be sold, Murray City
Cemetery is in need of expansion. That was the request
by cemetery director Philip Morris Thursday evening.
"We're running out of plots," said Morris, who added
he had sold 12 just this week. "By the time we get this
land out, we'll be ready for it. We need to move on it."
What Morris and Ron Allbntten, superintendent of
the Murray Street Department, needed from the city's
cemetery committee was approval to use funds to construct a road through a new plot of land the cemetery has
purchased. When the road is complete, 971 lots will be
available, which Morris said, should last his lifetime,
barring major catastophe.
According to Allbritten, the road will be 10 feet wide'
and 1,020 feet long and will be constructed using two
inches of road base and one inch of asphalt.
The city has the equipment and man power to build
the basic gravel road, Allbritten said. The added
expense will be the estimated $12,000 worth of asphalt,
which is reportedly going to increase after July, creating
a sense of urgency among committee members to complete the project prior to the increase.
In addition, $7,300 is needed to construct a drainage
system under the road.
The money would pay for 30 loads of dirt, the piping
and other needed materials. The Murray Street
Department would be able to do the work.
The committee unanimously approved using the
$15,000 budgeted for cemetery expansion and drawing
the extra $4,300 from reserves.
The Murray City Council later upheld the commit-.
tee's decision.
In other business, the council:
• recognized four members of the Murray High
Chess Team who recently won the state championship.
•unanimously voted to uphold the Murray Planning
Commission's decision to deny the rezoning of Billy D.
Crouse's Story Avenue property from B-1 (neighborhood business) to B-2(highway business).
•unanimously voted to uphold the Murray Planning
Commission's decision to rezone five tracts of land
located on Lowes Drive and North 16th Street from R4(multi-family residential) to B-2(highway business).
•unanimously voted to uphold the Murray Planning
Commission's decision to deny the rezoning of Martin
Yancey's Main Street property from R-2 (single family
residential) to PO (professional office).
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`Herstories' tol
MSU celebration
By HOLLY WISE
Staff Wnter
The Murray State University
Women's Center celebrated its
20th Celebrate Women luncheon Thursday afternoon in the
Curtis Center ballroom in conjunction with National Women's
History Month.
In keeping with the 2008
Art:
"Women's
theme,
Women's Vision," the luncheon
featured performance artist
Aryeh Shell from San Jose,
Calif., who shared her personal
journey of discovering her
matriarchal ancestory line and
the creation of "Herstories
Project," a multi-cultural theatrical performance in which
she celebrates women in her
past, women in history and
women in culture. Shell spends
time traveling all over the world
encouraging women of every
culture, race and background to
share "Her Story."
While Shell admits she spent
years never seeing her own
mother's strengths, it was during her journey into her past that
her view changed. Shell said
she asked her mother about her
life and what accomplishments
she was proud of.
"She told me the story about
my grandfather. who was very
tall. 6-foot-3. He was a mean
old man and was very abusive
with her, her siblings and my

By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
(AP)
Ky.
LOUISVILLE,
Madisonville Mayor Will Cox doesn't
expect Hillary Rodham Clinton to convert
Republican stalwarts into supporters, but
said they agree her visit will be good for the
western Kentucky city.
Clinton's campaign said Thursday the
Democratic presidential candidate will stop
in Louisville and Madisonville on Saturday
— marking the second visit by a Clinton to
Kentucky in less than a week as her campaign makes an early pitch for support leading up to the state's May 20 primary.
"I've even heard Republicans say they're
not going to vote for her and certainly don't
support her, but it's a good deal for
Madisonville that she's coming," Cox said
in a phone interview this week.
Clinton's husband, former President Bill
Clinton, made stops in central and northeastern parts of Kentucky on Tuesday to promote his wife. Bill Clinton carried Kentucky
twice in winning the White House.
HOLLY WISE/Ledger oldness
On Saturday, Hillary Clinton will travel
Aryeh Shell, a "performance to two heavily Democratic areas when she
artist and community organiz- speaks at a Louisville high school, followed
at the annuer who uses art, education by her Madisonville appearance
of the
one
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Dinner
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While Louisville has reliably backed
Celebrate
Thursday's
Democrats in a number of federal elections,
Luncheon.
many western Kentucky Democrats have
.
a willingness to cross party lines to
recalled
Shell
shown
ther,"
grandmo
"She told me one day her father support Republicans in November elections.
was about to strike her mother
Clinton is proving to be a huge draw in
again and something snapped is Madisonville. however. The Ruby Laffoon
her, this fire rose up in her belly. Dinner, named for a Madisonville native
who served as Kentucky governor in the
•See Page 2A
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mayor said.
Meanwhile. the Obama campaign will
Terry McBrayer. a Democratic superdelits state campaign headquarters
open
this
d
egate and Clinton loyalist, predicte
in Louisville, said the campaign's
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Carolyn Tandy. The campaign
director,
state
Obama
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rival
New York senator over
offices across the state, she
open
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Nationally, the quest for superdelegates
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Sheriff sPolicelogs
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
--A fire was reported on Skylark Drive at 11 40 a.m
Murray Police Department
-Theft of wheels and a tire from a truck was reported at the skating rink Wednesday at 7 05 a.m
-A traffic accident was reported at the intersection of 12th Street
and Main at 1 54 p.m
-A fraudulent prescription was reported at CVS Pharmacy
Thursday at 1 59 a m
Murray State University Police Department
A caller reported a wallet found in the women s restroom on the
third floor of the Lowry Center Tuesday at 7 29 p.m. The owner
was contacted and advised that items were missing A report for
theft by unlawful taking under $300 was taken
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies.

Chase leads to arrest
Parrish was finally brought to a
Staff Report
Murray stop after Kentucky State Police
23-year-old
A
Boyd placed
woman led police through a Trooper Russell
stop sticks in her path on U.S.
city- and county-wide chase
641 North.
before finally being arrested
Parrish was arrested and
Tuesday.
charged with fleeing or evading
MPD officers attempted to police, reckless driving, wanton
stop Crystal Parrish Tuesday endangerment and driving
after observing her driving under the influence.
erratically on Ky. 121. accordShe was lodged in the
ing to a press release from the Calloway County Jail on a
Murray Police Department. $5,000 cash bond.

KSP warning of IRS
rebate phone scam
Staff Report
Kentucky State Police is warning the public that Murray and
Calloway County have been the target of a telephone scam involving IRS tax rebate checks.
According to a news release Thursday. Dean Patterson. public
affairs officer for KSP Post One, said a Murray man contacted the
post Thursday afternoon saying he was contacted by telephone by
someone speaking with a foreign accent and asking for bank
account information. The caller told him he was an IRS employee
and needed the information to deposit a $900 tax rebate check into
his account.
Patterson cautions everyone not to give out any personal financial account information to anyone over the phone or the Internet.
Those receiving a similar call arc advised to hang up the phone.
To register a complaint, contact the Murray Police Department at
753-1621 or the Calloway C'ounty Shenff's Office at 753-3151. You
may also contact the Kentucky State Police at(270)856-3721.

teet Closure Notice
Kentucky Avenue from Hamilton to Calloway will be closed
Monday March 31 through Wednesday. April 30. for a culvert
replacement, according to officials with the City of Murray.
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II Penny store ...
From Front
its to the store over the years.
according to Gingles.
According to Gingles, ownership of the store has changed
many times since 1909: however only its latter history is
known for sure. Orville
Edwards was the operator during the 1940s. Ownership during the 1950s included Lomus
Lee Housden. Adolph McGee
and Wes Fulton Chester Vied
and Max Lovett ran the store in
the 1960s. Harmon Ross took
the business over in the mid60s: continuing operations
through 1975. Roger and Judy
Mitchell ran the store until it
closed in 1979.
Gingles said Rudy Lovett.
the former owner of the building, had decided to tear it down.
Seeing an opportunity to preserve history and help his fall
business venture as well.
Gingles jumped at the chance to
rescue the building for posterity's sake.
"He told me one day 'I think
I'm just going to tear it down'
and I said 'you can't tear that
down it a landmark of Penny.Gingles said. "He said 'If you
want it I'll gave it to you if
you'll move it."
However Lovett spent a lot
of time cleaning out the building
as part of his contribution to the

.1 Pr°C nay worked hard."
Gingles said.
The store will be moved to
the rear of Gingles' property
along Poor Farm Road. A footer
and concrete for the foundation
has already been laid awaiting
movement of the building.
Gingles said he appreciates
the help of those that have
pitched in or offered support for
Democratic candidate for

Hubbard reception
planned Saturday

Special to the Ledger
t'arroll Hubbard.
MAYFIELD. Ky
the 1st District State Senate seat, will hold a reception Saturday
Irian 1-5 pm. at the Senior Citizens ('enter in Mayfield.
Hubbard is a former 1st Dionct state senator and U.S. congressloan He is running against former Appeals Court Judge Rack
Johnson in the May Pniniary
The incumbent is Sen. Ken Winters, R-Mumay.
The public is invited to the Mayfield reception.

MSU celebration.
From Front
My mom is 5-3 and she literally
pinned my grandfather to the

Oho netownrewards
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The benefits of hometown tAiDlortg have never been sc
r tear'Now. you are rewarded for making banking eas•ei
with a great rate on checking, a free check cart. *ye
ATMs arty-where free bit pay. and more
And qualifying is easy. If you like the convenience of a
check card,the perwer of the Internet and the umphaly
of automatx transfers. this account was made for you
Stop in either office and daim >Isar resvarct
Hometown Rewards Checking its easily the best
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Penny residents Johnny Gingles, left, his son, Hunter, Joe Lawrence and Charles Coleman
display lust a small number of antique signage and other items that will be placed inside and
outside the nearly 100-year-old Penny Community Store after it is moved to Gingles' property
soon.
M.C. Ruggles, the contractor the Penny community di thic
the project.
"Shorty Johnson loaned his hired to move the building, is store." Gingles said. "It any( itic
backhoe to dig the footer and also a supporter. He donated an has any old pictures or anythine
Dwain Gibbs helped pour the old cash register. John and please call sue-Gingles promises to make
said. Shelly Hutson of Hill Electric
Gingles
concrete."
Joe have also helped with the proj- good use of any contribution.
Coleman,
"Charles
"I want to try to make it into
Lawrence. Scott Broadway and ect.
Gingles invites anyone with a Penny museum so I'm going
my sons have also helped.
"Everybody seems to be an interest in the project to con- to collect any old pictures and ,
excited about it. I've had people tact him if they have anything things like that to put in it," he
give me a thumbs up on the they would like to see placed said.
Those wanting to donate an'•
street and tell me 'I'm glad to inside the store.
"I would like to display any- item or help in any way may call .
hear about what you're doing
thing relating to the grocery or Gingles at 753-6132.
with the Penny store.—

wall and said, 'No, you will
never hit my mother again.' I
don't know if it was the fierceness in her voice or the fire in
her eyes but he stopped. She
never saw him hit her again.
'That act changed my entire
life and I wasn't even born yet.
It altered the course of destiny."
It is discovering such acts
that Shell is passionate about:
and not just acts that changed
her course of destiny but exploring acts of women all over the
world who have in some way
brought change to their society.
But it is not only the women
who are attributed for the "great
things" that Shell acknowledges.
"How often do we recogniz.e
the power of the quiet 'no' that
comes from a woman who is.
for the first time in her life.
standing up for herself, leaving
an abusive situation, struggling
It) rear her children welf1"Shell

allowed the audience to witness
asked.
Shell's interest lies not only "Herstones" in action through
with American women but with her theatrical performance in
women of every race and cul- which she used dance, recitation
ture. "I cannot exist in a color- and music to convey the history
blind bubble," she said. "We of her grandmother. her family
each have a different version but and culture to the audience.
State
Murray
The
each is essential to the whole."
The international interest and University's Women Center also
recreation of the "Herstories presented student Jacqueline
Project" "indicates to me that Haws the 2008 Celebrate
there is a hunger for truth and a Women scholarship for "her
desire to recover women's sto- exemplary academic success,
ries and there's also a great need her spirit to give and her drive to
•
to heal a legacy we can pass succeed."
Shaleea Petty was named the'.
down." she said.
"We are, together, at a crucial recipient of the Margaret
point in history, to ask our- Simmons Female Student
selves, what are our guiding Athlete of the Year award. The
mythologies, what kinds of sto- award is given to a nominated
nes are we creating for the female athlete who has demonfuture'? We become authors of a strated team leadership, positive
new history that we pass down influence over others and provided positive representation for
for generations to come."
In what seemed a most per- the university.
sonal expression of pain. questions and determination. Shell
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KentuckvInBrief
House, Senate continue budget talks
with little agreement
day of

Friday, March 28, UM • 3A .

Beshear folds on casino proposal

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Lawmakers resumed their third
budget talks Thursday, with flashes of tension between the House
and Senate and few of their fiscal differences resolved.
Budgeteers spent Thursday scounng their budgetary differences
but few things were settled when talks broke for the night. They did,
however, agree to at least consider certain proposals that could give
the state millions more to work with over the next two years.
1 have hope, I'm an eternal optimist." House Speaker Jody
Richards, D-I3owling Green, said. 1 think we can get it done."
With the legislative clock ticking, more than 20 legislators huddled
around a conference table in the Capitol Annex to continue the
tedious process of examining each appropriation in which the two
chambers disagree in an effort to find common ground They've set
a goal to finish deliberations by the weekend
By law, the General Assembly must adjourn by Apnl 15.
Kentucky is facing economic projections of a $900 million revenue shortfall over the next two fiscal years beginning July 1

Testimony begins in 8-year-old
case
western Kentucky murder hearing
testimony in

CLINTON, Ky. (AP) — Jurors have begun
the trial of a Tennessee man charged with killing a western Kentucky
woman eight years ago.
Quincy Omar Cross of Tiptonville,
Tenn., has pleaded not guilty to murder, kidnapping, rape and other
charges in the slaying of 18-year-old
Jessica Curnn. The teen's body was
discovered in 2000 near a middle
school in Mayfield.
Jurors heard testimony on
Thursday from former teacher Tina
Schlosser, who discovered Curnn's
body. They also saw video taken by
state police of Cumn's burned and
partially clothed body, the Paducah
Sun reported on its Web site.
The circuit court in Hickman
County, where the trial was moved
because of pretrial publicity, began
trying to seat a jury for the trial on
AP March 18.
Cross is one of three people
Quincy Cross looks at
charged with killing Guinn. Jeffrey
the Burton and Tamara Caldwell face triof
photographs
burned body of Jessica als on the same charges at a later
Currin in Hickman County date.
Two others, Victoha Caldwell and
Circuit Court Thursday in
Vinisha M. Stubblefield, have pleadClinton, Ky.
ed guilty to lesser crimes and have
agreed to testify against the three.

Reports of illnesses at
rises to 115 say the number of
Easter buffet(AP)
— Health officials

By ROGER ALFORD
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A beleaguered proposal to legalize casinos in
Kentucky will not pass in the current legislative session, Gov. Steve
Beshear said Thursday.
"For this session, it is
told
Beshear
dead,"
reporters at an impromptu
press conference outside
his Capitol office.
The Democratic governor had pushed for a constitutional amendment to
legalize casinos. He said
Bathes,
allowing casinos to open,
then taxing them, could have generated up
to $600 million a year in much needed state
revenue.
Although Kentucky has a long tradition
of wagering at horse tracks, the state constitution specifically forbids casinos.
If lawmakers had agreed to amend the
constitution to allow casinos, voters would
have had a chance to ratify or reject the proposal in a ballot referendum.
Beshear made the announcement after a
brief meeting with leading Democratic lawmakers late Thursday.
"We agree that we do not have the votes
necessary to pass the gaming amendment in
the House, and we see no prospect of getting
that number of votes with the little time

remaining," Beshear said.
House Speaker Jody Richards, DBowling Green, vowed the fight for casinos
isn't over.
-Certainly, we will come back in the
future and try to get the votes," he said.
John-Mark Hack, head of the antigambling group Say No To Casinos, said
Beshear and lawmakers wasted time and
effort pushing the casino measure, even
though it has been clear for weeks that the
proposal stood no chance of passing.
-The governor admitted the obvious,"
Hack said. -There's no cause for celebration
because the tragedy is we've lost an opportunity to address very important issues that
our state faces."
Beshear had argued that casinos could
help stave off a projected $900 million
financial shortfall that threatens to cause
severe cuts in government services.
Beshear said Monday he would make one
final push to get House lawmakers to
approve the casino measure, which needed
at least 60 votes before it could be sent to the
Senate for consideration.
Dave Adkisson, head of the Kentucky
Chamber of Commerce, appeared with
Beshear to encourage lawmakers to act.
Adkisson said Kentucky residents already
are spending more than $1 billion a year at
casinos in neighboring states of Illinois,
Indiana, Missouri and West Virginia.
"I'm surprised but thankful that it didn't
pass," said state Rep. Tom Riner, D-

LAXIISVIIIC, a Baptist pastor. "It would have
hurt a lot of families that are struggling with
financial problems and looking for a quick
fix."
Because of that, Riner said, lawmakers
weren't willing to open the state to casinos.
"I think gambling brings with it many of
the social problems that in the end are going
to cost us much more in terms of lives
destroyed, families destroyed."
Beshear made the casino issue a centerpiece of his campaign last year, winning a
lopsided victory over Republican incumbent
Ernie Fletcher, who had been indicted on
criminal charges for allegedly violating state
hiring laws. Beshear tried to paint his victory as a mandate for gambling. Lawmakers
rejected that argument.
"I think it's fair to say that legislators
here in Kentucky, or anywhere else, don't
like to have to handle controversial issues if
they don't have to," Beshear said. -They
obviously worry about the constituencies
back home and what effect it might have on
their longevity."
Even so, Beshear said he will certainly
consider raising the issue again in 2010,
which, under state law, is the earliest the
issue could be placed on the ballot for voters
to consider.
"Obviously, we will see how things
develop over the next year and a half, as we
approach the 2010 session, to see what
might be possible at that time," he said.
The casino legislation is House Bill 550.

Mom pleads innocent to killing 2 kids
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
mother
A
charged with
killing her two
children while
they slept and
briefly
then
taking a university counselor
hostage at gunpoint pleaded
innocent at her
Cowls
arraignment

Friday.
Gail Lynn Coontz, 37, was
arrested Thursday after police
found her two children, ages 14
and II, dead in their home following the campus incident.
Coontz, a single mom and
college student, was charged by
Louisville police with two
counts of murder, and by university police with terroristic
threatening. Bond was set at
$500,000.

SHELBYVILLE, Ky.
people who have become ill after eating at a well-known Shelby
County restaurant on Easter Sunday has increased to 115.
The North Central District Health Department had said about 70
people became sick after eating at Claudia Sanders Dinner House.
That number has increased based on the investigation.
Department spokesman Tony Millet said Thursday that health officials are also investigating the death of a man who dined at the
restaurant for any link to the buffet
More than 2.500 people dined at the buffet Sunday.
Officials say customers have suffered from diarrhea, sweats,
vomiting and abdominal cramps.
The restaurant outside Shelbyville is named for the widow of
Kentucky Fried Chicken founder Colonel Harland Sanders. The
restaurant has closed pending the investigation.

"It just all seems like it's
Coontz, dressed in a canary
yellow Louisville jail uniform, going lobe a bad dream and I'm
rocked in her chair and wiped going to wake up from it," said
her face while waiting to be Patty Schneider. who lives ..,
directly across the street from,,
arraigned Friday morning.
The children, Greg and the Coontz home about 10 miles
younger sister Nikki, died of south of the university campus.
multiple gunshot wounds, "For their sake, 1 hope they were
Louisville police spokesman asleep, so they didn't know it 4,
was their mother."
Officer Phil Russell said.
No one was harmed on the • ,
"It appears they were shot in
their sleep," said Jo-Ann campus. University police Maj.
Farmer,the chief deputy coroner Kenny Brown the woman handed over the handgun to a coun- •
for Jefferson County.
Police found them in their selor.
"When we were able to open
south Louisville home after university police asked city officers the door and go in, the student _
to check on the children follow- and the counselor were both sit- _
ing the campus hostage situa- ting on the couch," Brown said. ;,
tion.

Kopper-ud Realty's
021211 gi.O.U412
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Man held on $1 million
bond for $21 theft
— A judge has ordered a Kentucky man

COVINGTON. Ky. (AP)
charged with an 18-year-old theft of $21.64 to be held on a $1 million bond.
Hamilton County Municipal Court Judge Richard Bemat refused
to lower the bond of Gary Weaver on Thursday that was set on a
theft charge from 1990.
The 41-year-old Weaver was arrested Wednesday for disorderly
conduct at a motel in Sycamore Township, Ohio. Authorities found
the pending theft charge against Weaver after his arrest.
Police say Weaver bought items valued at $21.64, paying the bill
with rolls of dimes. Store employees later discovered they were rolls
of pennies, and he was charged with theft.
Weaver pleaded guilty to the disorderly conduct charge Thursday
and was sentenced to the one day in jail he already spent. He is
being held at the Hamilton County Justice Center on the theft
charge.

139 Metcalf Way
Mathis Farm Subdivision

AP

Workers remove the body of one of two children from a home
in Louisville, Ky., Thursday. who were found dead after
University of Louisville police disarmed a woman who walked
into a campus building with a gun

Spacious rooms await in this wonderful home. The enormous
family room has a wood burning fireplace, and there are lots of
windows throughout to let the sun light in. Other features
include walk-in closets, whirlpool tub, eat-in kitchen and a formal dining room. All on an extra large lot with beautiful landscaping. MLS #43617 $140,000

711 Main

t.

753-1222

II Clinton ...
From Front
"Kentucky is definitely iii
play for the senator," Tandy
said.
Obama's most prominent
Kentucky supporter is U.S.
Rep. John Yannuth, who represents Louisville.
State Sen. David Boswell of
Owensboro, who is running for
Congress in Kentucky's 2nd
District, said he hasn't heard
many comments from fellow
Democrats about the presidential race. Boswell said he likes
Hillary Clinton's support of
clean-coal technology, but said
he hasn't endorsed anyone for
president.
Boswell said he doesni
think Clinton or Obama would
be a drag on him in the mostly
rural, conservative district that
covers portions of central and
western Kentucky.
"I think people in the district
that know me know how I stand
on various conservative to
moderate issues," he said."So 1
don't think that either one of
them at the top of the ticket
would really have a negative
impact ... on my campaign."
As first lady. Hillary Clinton
stirred strong emotions from
some in Kentucky. In 1994, a
gathenng of tobacco supporters
in western Kentucky burned an
effigy of Clinton to protest
what they saw as anti-tobacco
policies pursued during her
husband's administration.
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Primary Care Medical Center wants to send out a big
CONGRATULATIONS to the Murray High Chess Team for being named
State Champions 3 Years in a Row. Pictured from left to right Doug Crafton,
en Arnold,Patrick Hu hes and Jordan Smith.
ach; Ches
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OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor,
As patents of a child who WAS killed in his teen years.
and another who lost his young life to cancer, we wish to
express concern about the liberties taken by some who visit
our Murray Cemetery
When we were forced to look for a place of rest for our
precious children, we chose a place of beauty and reverence,
a location which we knew would be well maintained. It is a
place we visit frequently and leave flowers and meaningful
displays in remembrance of our loved ones.
We have always felt that our city cemetery was one of
these places. until recently. Let us stress here that we are
not pointing lingers at the people who manage Murray Cemetery or the groundskeepers. Also, none of us has ever had
problem with people who walk through the grounds while
exercising or walking their pets on a leash However, when
pets are allowed to run loose, stepping and "relieving" themselves on graves, damaging flower arrangements and knocking over our otnects of affection, it tears at the hearts of all
of us whose loved ones are resting there.
furthermore. when people have the audacity to drive over
grasesites to get past parked %chicle% rather than taking a
side street nearh. it is extremely upsetting to those of us
sitting quietly in prayer at our children's place of rest.
We are writing this letter to ask the citizens of Murray to
please show respect for Murray Cemetery and for those
whose loved ones MC hurled there. This is NOT a playground. a slog park or an appropriate place to drive "on the
grass
is .1 phis e of ICS efellt e and should he treated as
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Mr. & Mrs. James A. Peterson
Mr. & Mrs. Paul K. Cox
Murray

0°J LETTERS POLICY

L

✓ Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY
42071, faxed to 270-753-1927, or e-mailed to
editor0
0murraytedgercom.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes. E mailed letters must have address and phone number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously,
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledges. & Times reserves the richt to edit
or reiect any letter on the basis of length, style, spelling,
grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to
the Forum page.
v Letters of a -thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses Of individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
V Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily of the Ledger II Times
staff.
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Our Elected'Officials
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield (R-Ky.)
.)411 Rayburn House Office Bldg
NWW house govwhitfield

Washington. DC 20510
1-202-225-3115

U.S. Sen. Jim Bunning (R-Ky.)
137ARtissell Senate Office Building Washington. DC 20510
.vwwini hunnsngttbunning senate gov
1-202-224-4343

U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell (R-Ky.)
361ARussell Senate Office Building
1-202-224-25411Washington

Washington. D C 20510
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Dean: Bickering could hurt party
WASHINGTON (AP)
Democratic Party chief
Howard Dean says Barack
Obama, Ilillary Rodham
Clinton and their supporters
should beware of tearing
each other down, demoralizing the haw and damaging
the party's chances of winning the White House in
November
In an inters iew with The
Associated Press. Dean also
said he hopes the Democratic
nominee will he determined
shortly after the voting ends
in June and that he will
encourage the superdelegates
who will play a role to
make up their minds before
the August cons ention an
Denver.
[Sean said the charges and
countercharges between Clinton and ()llama have gotten
too personal at times He
declined to say how they
have crossed the line. hut he
said he's made it clear privately when it has happened
"You do not want to
demoralize the base of the
Democratic Party by has ing
the Democrats attack each
other." he said Thursday during the interview in his
office at Democratic National
Committee headquarters "Let
the media and the Republis ans and the talking heads
on cable television attack
and carry on, fulminate at
the mouth The supporters
should keep their mouths
shut about this stuff on both
sides because that is harmful
to the potential victory of a
Democrat
Superdelegates — the
nearly MX) party and elected
officials who can support
whomeser they choose at the
sons cntion. regardless of
what happens in the primarshould make up their
ies
minds before August to
avoid a fight at the convention. Dean said
'There is no point in
waiting." he said. The
Democratic political organization "is as good or better as
the Republicans', and we
has en't been able to say that
for about 30 years But that
all doesn't make any difference if people are really disenchanted or demoralized by
a convention that's really
ugly and nasty "
Dean commented during a
wide-ranging. 40-minute
inters icy about his leadership
during a nominating season
that has lasted longer than
most expected and that has
left the party with some
tough issues to resolve
Among them
— Honda and Michigan
Democrats brazenly violated

POLITICS TOD %V
By

NEDRA PICKIER

party rules by holding primaries ahead of schedule and
lost their delegates to the
convention as punishment.
Both states are now demanding that they not be shut out
of the decision-making
process because of it.
— Since neither Clinton
nor (Shama are likely to
secure the nomination with
just the delegates won in the
primaries and caucuses, the
nominee will probably be
determined by the superdelegates. That has some
activists objecting that insiders could overturn the will
of the voters
— Dean has raised record
amounts of money — the
$51.5 million the DNC
brought in in 2007 was a
record for a non-electron
year. And he's spent it, too,
on trying to build organizations in the 50 states. ('ampaign finance reports this
month show the party with
$4.5 million after accounting
for debt, compared with $25
million for the Republican
National Committee
and
the Democrats has e no nominee to help replenish the
coffers.
— Not to mention that
Clinton's and ()hama's campaigns spend every day trying to tear each other down
— and are unlikely to stop
anytime soon — while Sen.
John McCain of Arizona. the
certain Republican nominee.
is busy preparing for the
general election. Even Dean
said he doesn't expect the
campaign to end until the
last nominating contest is
held in June
Dean. the former governor
of Vermont and 2004 presidential candidate, said he
knows his critics say he
should take a bigger leader-

AP
ship role in resolving some
of these disputes. But he
said that's not his role.
Rather. he thinks of himself
as a referee who enforces
the rules in a close basketball game.
"Somebody is going to
lose.- Dean said. "My job is
to make sure the person who
loses feels like they have
been treated fairly so that
their supporters will support
the winner."
Dean said the massive
numbers of people showing
up to participate in Democratic nominating contests across
the country gives him
encouragement that the eventual nominee will he well
positioned to win the White
House.
He said it is good for the
candidates to debate controversies like the incendiary
sermons by Obama's pastor
and Clinton's different
accounts of danger on a trip
to Bosnia as first lady.It
Democrats didn't deal with
them now, he said Republicans will surely make use of
them in the fall.
Dean also reflected the
concerns of many Democrats
who worry about Mama and
Clinton teanng each other
down.
"What I don't want to do
is have the Democrats make
a stupid mistake in April
and then be sorry they said
that in (A:toher and end up
with some more nght-wing
extremists on the Supreme
Court," he said.
Dean's supporters say he's
working behind the scenes to
resolve some of the issues.
He's been consulting with
party stalwarts about how to
wrap up the nomination
quickly after the voting ends
in June, including former

Vice President Al Gore, former presidential candidate
John Edwards, former Sen.
George Mitchell, former pies-,
ident Jimmy Carter, Senate
Majority Leader Harry Reid,
House Speaker'Nancy Pelosi,
civil rights activist Jesse
Jackson and former New
York Gov. Mario Cuomo.
"There'll be some nasty
fights if it goes to conven- ▪•
sion. end -people will walk
out," Dean said. "But I've
also been talking to a fairly
significant number of, by
and large, nonaligned people
about how we might resolve -7
this."
Dean wouldn't talk in
detail about what the plan is,
but it likely involves encouraging superdelegates to pick .2
a candidate shortly after the
voting ends. He said he will ...•
not encourage any delegate •
to vote one way or another.
"I am going to stand up
for the rules, and I know
I'm doing the right thing
most of the time because
I've got both Clinton people
and Obama people mad at
me." he said.
For instance, while
Obama's campaign has been
encouraging superdelegates to
support the candidate with
the most pledged delegates
— which almost certainly
will be Obama — Dean says
the rules don't require that
and superdelegates are free
to chose who they want.
On the other side. Clinton
has been arguing lately that
even pledged delegates —
awarded to a candidate based
on the outcome of state contests — aren't bound to vote •
for that candidate at the con- '
vention. Dean called that "a
very technical argument-You aren't going to get
pledged delegates to move
unless something really
shocking happens," he said.
.
And he thinks it unlikely the ,
superdelegates would support
a candidate who did not
have the most pledged delegates.
Dean also said the Michigan and Florida delegates
will be seated at the conven- •
non. But he won't force a
•
resolution because he said
there's nothing the Mama
and Clinton campaigns can
support at this point.
"You bring both sides
together and say. 'Don't you
think it's time that the two
campaigns made a deal on
how we're going to do
this?" Dean said. "Let me
just say that the campaigns
believe that kind of a deal
is premature right now."
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Obituaries
Mrs. Betty Elizabeth Elliott Thompson

Paid Obituary

!sibs Betty Elizabeth Elliott l'hompson, hb. orlando, Fla., formerly of Murray. died Saturday, March 22, 208, at 8:45 p.m. at Dr.
Phillips Hospital, Orlando, Fla. An Army wife and homemaker, she
had made a home for her family on three different continents. After Homer Fennell
retiring to Murray, she volunteered at Playhouse in the Park,
The funeral for Homer Fennell will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
National Boy Scout Museum and Habitat for Humanity. She was a chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Rev. Marita Burkeen, Rev.
member of First United Methodist Church, Murray, and was active Kendrick Lewis and Rev. Linda McKnight will officiate. Music will
in Garden Club, Sewing Club and Community Choir.
be by the choir of Independence United Methodist
Her husband, Col. John R. Thompson, died in 1990. Born April
Church. Grandsons will serve as pallbearers.
25. 1921. in Jefferson, Iowa, she was the daughter of the late Lemuel
Burial will follow in the Jeffrey Cemetery.
Elliott and Eleanor Snodgrass Elliott. Survivors include one son.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to
9 p.m. today (Friday).
John R. Thompson 111 and wife, Noreen, Orlando, Fla.; one brother,
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Robert Elliott and wife, Nell, Los Alamos, N.M.; three grandchildren, Joneen Lowman and husband, John, Bloomsberg, Pa.. Billy
Independence United Methodist Church, do
Howard Coy, 204 Radio Rd., Almo, KY 42020 or
Thompson and wife, Gina, Miami, Fla., and James Karl Thompson
Jeffrey Cemetery, do Marilyn McKinney, 1240
and wife, Debbie, Boulder, Colo.; three great-grandchildren, Abigail
Howard Rd., Farmington, KY 42040.
Lowman and Gracey and Lily Thompson. A graveside service will
Mr. Fennell, 89, Sharpe Street, Murray, died
be Saturday at II a.m. at the Murray City Cemetery. Her son. John
Fennell
Monday, March 24, 2008. at 4:16 p.m. at MurrayR. Thompson III, will officiate. Visitation will be from 10 to II a.m.
Saturday at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.
Calloway County Hospital.
A farmer, he had retired from the former Murray Division of the
Tappan Company after 34 years of service. He was a member of
Mrs. Iva Russell
Mrs. Iva Russell, 88, a 53 year resident of Madison Heights. Independence United Methodist Church. Preceding him in death
Mich., died Thursday, March 27, 2008, at her home. Preceding her were one son, Charles Fennell, one brother, Paul Fennell, and three
in death was her husband, Wesley N. Russell, who died Feb. 6, 1990. sisters, Carlene Williams, Lorene Lovett and Louise Carr. Born
Born May 10, 1919, in Murray, Ky., she was the daughter of the late April 14, 1918 in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Lawson Fennel and Lucy Holt Fennell.
Tanny and Ada Vincent Cook.
Survivors include his wife, Livie Burkeen Fennell, to whom he
Survivors include two daughters, Sarah Owens and Carol
AP
Stanichuk and husband, Robert; five sons, James Russell, William was married June 8, 1940, in Benton; one daughter, Linda L.
Russell and wife. Pam, Joe Russell, Mark Russell and wife, Tracey, Fennell. Murray; two sons, Frank Fennell and wife, Judy, Griffin, A man inspects the damage to his home after an airstrike in
and Adam Russell and wife, Mary; six grandchildren; 11 great- Ga., and Kenneth Fennell and wife, Linda F., Dexter; sister-in-law, Sadr City, Baghdad Iraq this morning. Iraqi police and hospigrandchildren. The funeral will be Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in the chapel Linda Lou Fennell, Dexter; two sisters, Betty Goad, Michigan. and tal officials said five civilians were killed and four other woundof Edward Swanson & Son Funeral Home, Madison Heights, Mich. Gladys Cox, Paris, Tenn..; eight grandchildren; 10 great-grandchil- ed in the attack.
dren; several nieces and nephews.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 3 to 9 p.m. Saturday.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Beaumont Hospice
Fund, 3601 W. 13 Mile Rd., Royal Oak, MI 48073.

U.S. jets bomb Basra; troops

Alton Warren
The funeral for Alton Warren will be Saturday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral Home, Murray. Rev. Trad York will
officiate. Burial will follow in the Elm Grove Cemetery. Visitation
will be at the funeral home from 4 to 8. p.m. today (Friday). Online
condolences may be made to www.imesmiller.com.
Mr. Warren, 89, Murray, died Wednesday. March 26. 2008, at
7:50 p.m. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
Born June 24, 1918, he was a member of Cherry Corner Baptist
Church. Preceding him in death were his wife, Alpha Larue Warren.
one son, Billy Ray Warren, his parents, Sam Warren and Francis
Alexander Warren, one sister, Opal Eddings, and eight brothers,
Willie, Orvie, Carlos, Nole, Clinton, Huie, Obie and Diuguid
Warren. Survivors include one son, Thomas Warren, Paducah; three
daughters, Wanda Sue Hagman and husband, Don, Warren, Mich.„
and Linda Lou Therrin and husband, Harold. and Donna Hall and
husband, David, all of Murray; 14 grandchildren; 33 great-grandchildren; four stepgreat-grandchildren.

U.S. diplomats to take
clash with Shiite militants
'hard cover' in Baghdad
following rocket attacks

WASHINGTON (AP) — trailers," it goes on to say, offerThe State Department has ing space inside the Saddam
instructed all personnel at the Hussein-era palace that is the
U.S. Embassy in Baghdad not to embassy's temporary home as
leave reinforced structures due well as room at an as-yet
to incoming insurgent rocket uncompleted new embassy
fire that has killed two compound and a limited supply
American government workers of cots.
In a separate public notice to
this week.
In a memo sent Thursday to American citizens in Iraq, the
embassy staff and obtained by embassy said the restrictions
The Associated Press, the would remain in place "until
department says employees are further notice."
John Lawrence Polichette
The staff memo says all perrequired to wear helmets, body
Imes-Miller
at
be
will
Polichette
Lawrence
John
for
Visitation
Funeral Home from 4 to 7 p.m. today (Friday). armor and other protective gear sonnel under the authority of the
if they must venture outside and chief of mission "are required to
Online condolences may be made at
strongly advises them to sleep wear body armor, helmet and
www.imesmiller.com
in blast-resistant locations protective eyewear any time
Expressions of sympathy may be made to
Angela .Conexuanity Clinic. 1005 Poplar St.. instead of the less securesrailos1.- they are outside of building
structures in the International
that most occupy.
Murray, KY 42071.
"Due to the continuing threat Zone. In addition, chief of misMr. Polichette. 60, Murray. died Wednesday.
the
in
personnel
of indirect fire in the sion
March 26, 2008, at 7:30 a.m. at his home. He was
born Dec. 28, 1947. He was owner of TIP Home
International Zone, all person- International Zone have been
Improvement. His mother, Eloise Tatty Polichette, nel are advised to remain under advised to remain inside of
preceded him in death.
hard cover at all fifties," it says. hardened structures at all times,
Polichette
Survivors include his wife. Cheryl Mohr "Personnel should only move except for mission essential
Polichette; two sons, J.C. Polichette, Florida, and Daniel Polichette, outside of hard cover for essen- movements."
The memo and warden
Murray; his father, Joseph Polichette, Florida.
tial reasons."
"Essential outdoor Move- notice were sent after a second
ments Aould be sharply limited American citizen was killed by
Steven Dawson Thompson
in duration," the memo says, a rocket attack in the Green
A celebration of his life of Steven Dawson Thompson will be
Sunday from 2 to 6 p.m. at the home of John and Shirley Newman. adding that personal protective Zone on Thursday. A U.S. citiequipment "is mandatory for all zen military contractor died of
475 Hickory Dr., Buchanan. Tenn.
his wounds on Monday after
outside movements."
Ridgeway Funeral Home of Paris. Tenn., is in charge of arrangements. Mr. Thompson, 56, Buchanan. Term., died Monday. March
"We strongly recommend being severely injured with four
24, 2008, at Oak Manor Health Care Center, McKenzie, Tenn. He
personnel do not sleep in their others in an attack.
was co-owner of Paris Landing Haircare Center, Buchanan, and a
member of Point Pleasant Baptist Church.
Born Sept. 3, 1951, in Paris. Tenn., he was the son of the late
Robert Barnie Thompson and Era Mildred McCuiston Thompson.
One brother, Dale Thompson, also preceded him in death. Survivors
include one niece.
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'Tillman Clarence Paschall Jr.
The funeral for Tillman Clarence Paschall Jr. will be Saturday at
1 p.m. in LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Funeral Home. Paris. Tenn.
Randy Kuykendall. Jimmy Allison and Terry Wilson will officiate.
Active pallbearers will be Bobby and Gary Barrett, Bobby Owen.
Buddy Kemp, Pat Cooper and O.C. Nichols Ill. An honorary group
will be men of North Fork Baptist Church. Burial will follow in the
Walker Cemetery, Paris. Visitation will be at the funeral home form
4 to 8 p.m. today (Friday) and after II a.m. Saturday. Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Jones Mill Fire Dept., P.O. Box 65.
Cottage Grove, TN 38224.
Mr. Paschall Jr., 96, Puryear, Tenn., died Wednesday. March 26,
2008. at Henry County Medical Center, Paris, Tenn. He was longtime owner-operator of Paschall Century Farm in the Hico community, a 1935 graduate of Cottage Grove High School and a graduate
of Tokrs Business College. He was one of the organizing members
of the North Fork-Obion WaterShed District, charter member of
'sham G. Harris #109 Sons of Confederate Veterans, former member of Tem,Texas Rangers Sons of Confederate Veterans Camp in
Katy. Texas, and the oldest member of North Fork Baptist Church
where he served 26 years as church clerk.
He was married Dec. 23. 1944 to the former Wilma Sunshine
Paschall, who died Oct. 24,1978. Born Nov. 23. 1911, in Cottage
Grove. Tenn.. he was the son of the late Tillman Clarence Paschall
Sr. and Gertie Brizendine Pa.schall. Also preceding him in death
were four brothers. Lexie Lynn Paschall, Walter Stewart Paschall,
Stanley Chalmers Paschall and Otey B. Paschall.
Survivors include one daughter, Sandra Lynn Paschal, and one
son Tillman C. Paschall III and wife. Nickie. all of Puryear three
granddaughters. Rachel Kay Paschall, Cottage Grove. Tenn..
Rebecca Grey Paschall, Murfreesboro. Tenn., and Allison Lynn
Paschall. Martin. Tenn., one niece. Brenda Sue Paschall. California;
several nieces, nephews and cousins.
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BAGHDAD (AP) — U.S.
warplanes carried out at least
two airstrikes overnight in Basra
for the first time since clashes
between Shiite militias and Iraqi
security forces erupted in the
southern oil port this week, a
British official said this morning.
Shiite militants also clashed
with government forces for a
fourth day in Iraq's oil-rich
south and sporadic fighting
broke out in Baghdad. despite a
weekend curfew in the capital.
Prime Minister Noun alMaliki has promised "no
retreat" in the fight against militias in Basra despite growing
anger among followers of radical Shiite cleric Muqtada alSadr and his Mahdi Army.
The,creakdown has intensified Sadrtst anger over recent
raids and detentions. They say
U.S. and Iraqi forces have taken
advantage of their seven-monthold cease-fire to target the
movement.
Al-Sadr on Thursday called
for a political solution to the

burgeoning crisis and an end to
the "shedding of Iraqi blood."
But the statement, released by a
close aide, stopped short of
ordering his Mahdi Army militia
to halt attacks.
A British military spokesman
in Basra said U.S. warplanes
carried out at least two airstrikes
overnight in Iraq's southern oil
Port
Maj. Tom Holloway says jets
have been providing air support
since clashes between Shiite
militias and Iraqi forces erupted
in the southern oil port on
Monday, but it was the first time
bombs have been dropped.
Iraqis have been of control of
security since the British withdrew last December hut Britain
maintain troops there to provide
assistance when needed.
In Baghdad, a U.S. helicopter
also fired a Hellfire missile during fighting in the Baghdad's
militia stronghold of Sadr City
early today, killing four gunmen, military spokesman Lt.
Col. Steve Stover said.

Don't
Let
Your
Credit
Keep
You
From Buying That
New Car, Truck,
Van or SUV You Are
In Need Of.
Regardless of your prior credit history: Good
or bad, our company specializes in securing
loans for the every situation. We have over 20
financial institutions that are competing daily
to provide someone just like you with
financing for that new vehicle you deserve

PREMIER NISSAN

-115.60 + 0.08

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants IL-RI.
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800-4441854
Fturs: R:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M

intowetron raolable ,•••
WWII Loons me mitirt rnaker Ihs stork I ow -pret knrhinged
VON/
Nint FDIC inured No flanlGuvanter lAre is 516.0 I •1111 Hard,VII I kor, I.o orntre.

1-888-FAST-YES
or Apply Online At
www.fastyes.com

— 24 HOURS A DAY—

You don't have to be a farmer to get
FARM BUREAU INSURANCE.
Home • Farm • Life • Long Term Care • Health
insurancr,(wadable in city or county

Noon, • Auto • Manufactured

753-4703
Calloway County Farm Bureau
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d Birds'
FBLA of Murray High School competes in Regional 'Attracting Backyar
course to start Tuesday

Murray High Future Business Leaders of America
il-BLA)recently competed with
2.4 other area schools inthe
I-BLA regional competition at
Murray Stale University. A final
,eremony was held in MSU's
lAivett Auditorium.
During the day-long event.
each member either participated in an individual or a chapter event. The individual events
are held the day of competition and consist of written tests,
1.41 interviews and applications.
imblic or impromptu speaking.
and scholarship interviews. Students take the test or perform
early in the day and the results
tor the top three in each event
ire given.
The top three recipients in
e.k.h category qualify for state
there are six regions in the
state). while the top three at
4,ite ,ads ante to nationals held
this %MIMIC!' in Atlanta. Ga.
McDowell. MHS
I RI. A ad% isor, said she was
,•th eillei.y proud of this year's
'our group pertormed
well at this year
ii icgi,.nals." she said. •Over.111 1 !eel confident we will
well at state level

ri

Laker Band plans car wash

Photo provided
Cohn
Parker.
Matthew
Herrington.
Caitlin
Tate.
Huffer.
Keaton
Wesley
From left, back row,
Capps, Brandon Kipphut. Morgan Graham, Elizabeth Dawson, middle row_ Luis Cignoni,
Robert Cignoni, Jacob Bell, Krishna Kiefer. Chelcie Winchester. Paul Gong, Daniel Hughes:
front row, Chnstin Gong, Caitlin Williams. Haley Haverstock, Addey Gritfo. Abby Dowdy,
DeAnna, Rideout, April McCreary Not pictured. Adam Peebles Ashley Perry. Callie Wilson,
Camee Taylor and Grace Weill righ urst.
citrons as Region One president and participating in the
FBLA State Executive Council. "Matthew did an excellent
Job coordinating, organizing.
and presiding over this year's
e xecuti ve council that was
attended by over 800 students.
His experience coordinating
both the fall and spring leadership conferences have prepared him for his future business career.- McDowell said.
McDowell. who was recogni/ed as the outstanding Region
One adv iser. said she extends
a special thank. to Cindy
Adams. !MIS web design and
technology instructor, and Tara
Et ans, her student teacher, for
assisting in preparing the MHS
1-BLA students for the regional conference.
Mahnvell said preparation
'CAM
tor the . widen:ace
effort-Mum egs soamiewisllio

the concluding It:elParker. a MIN

I
-wit

The Calloway County Extension Office
will host the class, -Attracting Backyard
Birds," starting Tuesday from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. with Terry Little , Calloway County
homemaker, as teacher.
The class will cover types of feed, habitat and other factors which make your
yard a place that birds want to be. Examples of feeders, environments that attract
birds and types of birds that they attract
will be displayed. There will be special
Jo's
mention of how to bring Purple Martins
Datebook and Hummingbirds to your place.
By Jo Bunceen
This special class is free to the public.
Community
To register, call the extension office a 753Editor
1452.
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Theatres
1008 Chestnut St
NO CHECKS

SCHEDULE GOOD THAD APR.3

moviesinmurray.com
Horton licars A Vt hit
. 25 - ; 40 - li 55 • s 55

Meet The Browns
Pci i - 1115- 120. 7 DI - 9 35
Drillbit Taylor
14,1i 1 ili • iFiii-7 1 .
1
*opertsero Movie
.
,
SHOYMMES BEFORE 6 PM
ON SAT. & SUN. ONLY

help us, a special thanks is
also extended to the MHS English department for proofreading reports and newsletters." she
said. "Debbie Burgess also contributed by helping in our Business Presentation team for their
'Doing Business in Mexico.'
presentation."
The following 2008 Murray
High School FBLA Region One
Winners were recognized for
their efforts and the top three
recipients in each event will
advance to state competition
Louisville May 6-8:
Accounting 1: Paul Gong
(first): American Enterprise Project: Matthew Parker and Caitlin
Herrington (first), Intro to Technology Concepts; Brandon Kipphut (first). Impromptu Speaking; Jacob Bell (first). Job
Interview; Adam Peebles (second). Local Chapter Annual
Business Itillatrfillicob Bell

(third), Banking & Financial
Systems: Abby Dowdy. Alex
Adams and Keaton Tate (third),
Mr. FBLA; Colin Capps (second), Ms. FBLA; Ashley Perry
(second). Public Speaking 1;
Kristina Kiefer (first), BusiHaley
Presentation;
ness
Haverstock, Caitlin Williams
and Callie Wilson (second).
Desktop Publishing; DeAnna
Rideout and Ciunee Taylor
(first), Bulletin Board; Addie
Griffo and Grace Wellinghurst
Smith
(second),
Scholarship; Matthew Parker
(runnerup). Chapter Newsletter; DeAnna Rideout and Carnet
Taylor (first). Who's Who In
KY FBLA; Matthew Parker,
Region I Outstanding Adviser;
Amy McDowell. Regional President; Matthew Parker, Regional Chair; Amy McDowell and
the MHS FBLA. recognized
for contributing to the state,
scholarship fund.

Shutter
PG14 • 1 35 - 330 - 7 2.1- 915

College Road Trip
G - 1 10 - 7.1(1
10,000 B.C.
PC13 - 3 10 - 905
}
:Program Information Cat 7534314 :

Ihe following is a reminder
ii) an event planned for this
%cc', that w,is recent' published III the Morris Ledker
A limes

ned Saturday, March 29. 2008.
at 2 p.m. at University Church

of Christ. All relatises and
friends are invited.

hardwood floors, new appliances and more.

1501 BELMON 1 - $104,900
,rated 3 Br. 1 Ba home in quiet neighborhood.
des'
h4 and a new roof \lust see.

CRYE*LEIKE
REALTY SERVICES
On The(our! Square • 113 S. 4th SI • 'AurraN
www.c rve-leike.c om
(270) 761-5700

Spaghetti supper on Saturday

A community-wide spaghetti supper will be Saturday at 6
p.m. at Blood River Baptist Church, located five miles from
New Concord on Ky. Hwy. 444. Everyone is welcome to
attend.

Safe Driver Class Saturday

An AARP Safe Driver class will be Saturday from 8 a.m
until mid-afternoon in the fellowship hall of First Christian
Church. This will be sponsored by Henry Insurance Agency
To enroll call the agency at 753-9935 or Gordon Loberger ai
753-6783.

Mother to Mother Group to meet

Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
Heather Duffy at 436-5657.
more information call....•
.• •
ie run fit ) I ,•

Reformers Unanimous to meet

Shriners Bingo tonight
Murray Shriners announced that Bingo will be Friday at the
Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help
support many local and Shrine charitable activities.

Free tax help from AARP tax counselors is available for
low and middle income, with special attention to those ages
60 and older at the Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens
Center. 607 Poplar St.. Murray, each Wednesday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. through April 2. Services are provided on a first •
come, first served basis. Each one should bring the current:
year's tax forms. W-2 forms. SSA-I099. Social Security cards:
and any other pertinent information. For information call Ten:
Cobb at the center at 753-0929.
Photo provided
GUEST SPEAKER: Amy Roos. local attorney, was guest
speaker at a recent meeting of the Kentucky Lake Chapter of
AARP held at Pagliars She spoke about her work as an
Advocate for Children in the court system. Pictured left is
Carol Block, chapter president, who presented Roos with a
certificate of appreciation

CD
maturing?
Cill today to find out more about a competitive
•.-native to other savings plans - a fixed annuits from
Woodmen of the World
'Competitive interest rates
*Earnings compound tax deterred
•No tares until mthdrawol

2206 CAROL DRIVE - S159,000
Sio.e right in 4 Br., 3 Da. with many estras including stainless appliances New roof and tiVAt

Vacation Bible School Conference for pastors and VBS directors will be Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. at the Blood River Baptist
Association building at Hardin. For information call 437-4228.

Free tax help by AARP

March 30• 1:00 — 3:00 p.m.

• • • '1

VBS Conference on Tuesday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church. 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will be The Smith Family and Grace Abounds Quartet. for
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail gloryboundkiihotmail.com

SUNDAY OPEN HOUSES

I r •

Jazz Festival Concert featuring Jamey Aebersold. saxophonist and developer of the Play-A-Long series and other aids for
the development of improvisational skills, will be Saturday at
8 p.m. at the Murray State University Lovett auditorium. Admission is free.

Glory Bound Entertainment tonight

Whitney kale Puckett.
daughter of Kini and Debbra
Pickett of Murray. and Philip
Kum Sollitto. son of Kara Sollino mkt the late Jerry Sollith; ;if Paducah. will he mar

1004 FAIRLANE DRIVE - $113,400
k .rcat I.. anon in one of Murray's favorite neighborhoods

Jazz Festival will be Saturday

Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

(joefil 7eetnintiers

21
pGi.i

Calloway County Laker Band will have a car wash on Saturday from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. until 3:00pm. The band will be
set up at three locations. Sirloin Stockade, Office Depot, and
Backyard Burgers. All money raised will go to fund the Laker
Bands spring trips.

The rate interest rate' for March is 4.4%
•Thr, roe wrie, moo** tM r, guarareeed to rvvel De e%s, that Sie
s yees
Num.knot hrlt 4g,Fars
Barry Newsome
Shelia Crouse
Field Representative Field Representative
270-753-3422
270-753-4741
sicrouse•soodminzai tenrenome•soodreen

\RXIDNIENJIL
OrWORLD
of re Atrid hararce

Golf clinics planned at Miller
Miller Memorial Golf Course is preparing to start its golf:
clinics for the spring. The Junior Golf Clinic will begin on:
Monday. April 14. at 5 p.m. and the Ladies Golf Clinic will:
be on Thursday evenings beginning April 17 at 5:15 p.m. Each
clinic will run for six weeks. Instruction will be tailored to
the individuals golfing ability and experience. For more information about the fees or to sign up. call the Pro Shop at 8092238.

Spanish class items available
Certificates of completion and other class items from the
Spanish Class for Farmers held at the Calloway County Extension Office are available to be picked up at the Calloway
County Extension Office, 310 South 4th St.. Murray. For information call 753-1452.

CCHS taking nominations
Calloway County High School will be taking nominations
for the School-Based Decision Making Council now until 3:30
p.m. on Tuesday. April IS. The election will be held Monday.
April 28. 2008. Parents/guardians of students who will attend
CCHS for the 2008-2009 school year are eligible to run. A.
nomination form and informational sheet may be picked up in
the school's office between the hours of 8 a.m. to 3 p.m..
Monday through Friday.

*Service After Sale
i‘ft
—

*Full Parts Dept
'Locally Owned &
Operated
UMW

Home Odor Omer Noteisba

MURRAY APPLIANCE
:I..' I

•,tri.•.•t • --,1-15146
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DIRECTORY OF CHURCHES
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SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Worship
Sat 9:00 a in
Sabbath Si!.
,at li I a in

AliFILIQUI
ST. MARK'S ANGLICAN CHI.14,4.2H
1214 Mayfiettl H
tivrtt,. h`l
2:11 527 -15002
tier-stet
1000 a

rn
helot Day Services contact the Rector 252-1388

APOSTINJC
APOSTOLIC HOME FELLOWSHIP
Sunday
10:00 a.in.
Tuesday
645 p.m.
6.45 p m.

ASSEMBLIES

or 111111

HOPE HARBOR CHURCH
Sunday Morning Worship 10:30 a.m.
Sunday Evening Worship 6:00 p.m.
Wednesday Bible Study
7:00 p.m.

BAPTIST
BLOOD RIVER
Morning Worship
1100 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
CHERRY CORNER
10 a.in
Sunday School
Worship
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
COLDWATER BAPTIST CHURCH
9:45 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Services
11:00 a.m.
600 p.m.
Evening Services
DEXTER BAPTIST CHURCH
6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Service
Sunday School
10,00 a.m.
Worship Service
1100 am.
600 p.m.
Sunday Night

LONE OAK PRIMITIVE
2.00 pm.
ist Sunday
200pm.
3rd Sunday
MEMORIAL BAPTIST
10.50 a.m
Morning Worship
6.00 p to
Evening Worship
mourrr SORES FRIZIIIII. BAPTIST
9:30 am.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Worship
NEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
660 p.m.
Evening Worship
NORTHSIDE
am
10.00
Morning Worship
600 p.m.
Evening Worship

LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST
1000 a.m
Sunday School
Ilam & 6:00pm
Preaching
7700 p.m
Wednesday Night
LIGHTHOUSE BAPTIST CHURCH
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a m & 6 pm:
Worship
7.00 p
Wednesday Worship
LOCUST GROVE
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11 .in. & 6 p.m
Morning Worship
7.00 p.m
Wednesday Worship

concern about our daily lives is
probably good, but we should
not let worry or fear take over
our lives. One thing

I

know for

POPLAR SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship 845 am & 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
SALEM BAPTIST
930 a.m.
Sunday School
10.30 a m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Night Bible Study

own imagination or they are

SOUTH MARSHALL
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m., 630 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
SPRING CREEK
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services
6 p.m.
Training
Discipleship

HILLTOP BAPTIST
10,00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worahip Service 11 00 a.m. & 6 p.m
710 p.m
Wednesday
KIRK.SEY BAPTIST
11700 a m
Morning Worship
5:30-7:30 p m
.4wana
5:45 p in
Training Union
6730 pm
Evening Worship

family, and on and on. A little

sure about worry and fear is that

EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 am.
Morning Worship
600 p.m
Afternoon Worship
Wed Bible Study & Youth 7:00 p.m

HAZEL BAPTIST
9,30 a in
Sunday School
10:30 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
530 p.m.
Church Training
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship

weather, our job, our home, our

OWENS CHAPEL
10-00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 -00 a.m
Preaching
5.30 p.m.
Prayer Service
660 p.m.
Church

SCOTTS GROVE
945 a.m.
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Worship Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Wednesday Prayer Meeting 7-00 p.m.
Prayer & Fasting for Spiritual
Sat. 6 p.m.-10 p.m.
Awakening

ST. JOHN
Sunday School
Morning Worship

WESTSIDE BAPTIST CHURCH
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
10-30 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7p
Wednesday
BETHANY BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 am. & 6 p.m
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
VICTORY BAPTIST CHURCH
10
a.m.
Sunday School
lists & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

ST. HENRY CATHOLIC CHURCH
400 p.m
Saturday Mass
10:30 a.m
Sunday Mass
ST. LEO CATHOLIC CHURCH
600 p m
Saturday Maas
8 a.m. & 11 am
Sunday Masses

AURORA CHRISTIAN
11 am.& 6 p.m.
Worship
10 a.m.
Bible Study Sunday
7 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday
FIRST CHRISTIAN
9:00 a.m
Sunday School
10:15 a.m
Worship Service
MURRAY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP
9,30 a.m
Bible School
10.30 a.m
Worship
6-00 p.m.
Evening Service

11111111111SCENCI UMW
10:30 a in
Sunday School
Reading Room Every Wed. 12-3 p m
7 30 pin
WeIrienilos
2,1

CHURCH OF CHRIST
ALMO CHURCH OF CHRIST
9-00 am.
Bible School
9:50 am_
Morning Worship
660 p.m.
Evening Worship

UNITY OF FAITH FELLOWSHIP
3 p.m
Sunday
7 p.m
Wednesday
CHURCH OF THE LIVING GOD
9:30 am.
Bible School
11 30 am. & 7 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m
Wed Bible Study
7 p.m
Friday Worship
HARMONY MENNONITE CHURCH
2 miles west of Lynn Grove
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Worship
10:45 a.m.
7:30 p.m.
Evening Service
HIGHER PRAISE
WORSHIP CENTER
F'raise and Worship 10 30am & 6pm
p in
Wednesday Family Training

they do not come from God.
They are either a figment of our

coming from the evil one who, incidentally, was defeated two thousand years ago at the cross, and the only
thing he can use against us is fear. There is nothing that

NEW LIFE CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.30 a m
sundays
7-00 p.m
Wednesdays

can happen to God's children that our Lord is not
aware of. In the book of Matthew, Jesus tells us not to
worry, and that worrying can not add a single hour to
our life. We are told to seek first the kingdom of God
and His righteousness, and all of the things that we
need will be given to us. We should not worry about

MURRAY RESTORATION
BRANCH OF JESUS CHRIST
10:00 a.m
Morning Worship
10.15 a.m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m
Worship
SADDLE CREEK CHURCH
11:00 a.m
Sunday Morning
6 30 p m
Wednesday Evening

tomorrow because there is no need to add to the troubles that each day brings. Our Heavenly Father loves us

11:111Will'S WITNESSES

and wants us to be at peace with ourselves and worry

JEHOVAH'S WITNE:,S
9.30 a.m.
Public Talk
1030 a.m
Watchtower Study

free.

I have the strength to face all conditions
by the power that Christ gives me.

Loran*"
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
9:00 a.m.
tudy
Sp
lehi
Biobis
vi
10-30 a.m.

Good News Bible Philippians 4:13

9-30 am.
11 a.m.

SUGAR CREEK
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 6 p.m.
Worships
7 p.m.
Wednesday
WEST FORK
11,00 a.m.
Morning Worship
700 pin.
Wednesday Evening
6:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

SHILOH FULL GOSPEL ASSEMBLY
760 p.m.
Thursday Night
10.00 a.m.
Sunday Morning
7.00 p.m.
Sunday Evening

IR DAUM.
1000 win.
Worship
1100 a.m
Sunday School
MT. HEBRON
1000 a.m
Worship
1100 •.m
Sunday School
PALESTINE UNITED
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Worship

for things to worry about: the

OAK GROVE
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m & 7 p.m.
Worship

SINKING SPRING
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday

GREATER HOPE MISSIONARY
9:30 a.m
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Worship
GRACE BAPTIST
9730 a.m.
Sunday School
10.45 am &6pm
Worship
EASTWOOD BAPTIST CHURCH
10 a . in
Sunday School
11 pm. Ig 6 p.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday
HARDEN BAPTIST
8:00, 915 & 1030 a m
Worship
Sun. Schools 800,915 & 10,30 am
600 p.m
Evening Worship
7 p.m
Wednesday Worship

It seems, that at times, we look

NEW PROVIDENCE
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p m
Worship

ELM GROVE BAPTIST
900 a.m.
Sunday School
10.00 a m & 6.00 p.m.
Worship
5:00 p.m.
Discipleship Training

FAITH BAPTIST
1100 a.m
Morning Worship
6,00 p.m
Evening Worship
FERGUSON SPRINGS BAPTIST
1000 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 am & 6:00 p.m
Worship
7:00 p.m
Wednesday
FIRST BAPTIST
945 ain
School
Sunday
Worship 8:30& 1055 a m. & 6 p.m
FLINT BAPTIST
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
11:00 a.m
Morning Worship
6745 p.m
Evening Worship

What Should I
Worry About Today?

HARVEST LAND
AUNI9111128 INTINNATIONAL
7 p.m
Tumodays Bible Study
Saturdays Spiritual Training 6 p.m.
Saturdays Celebration Service 7 p.m..

METHODIST
BETHEL UNITED
930 a.m.
Morning Worship
10:30 a_m
Sunday School
6:00 p in.
2nd & 4th Sun. Night
COLDWATER CHURCH OF CHRIST
9:30 a.m.
Sunday School
10:15 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wed. Bible Study
DEXTER
930 a.m.
Sunday School
1030 a.m. & 600 p.m.
Worship
700 p.m.
Wednesday
FRIENDSHIP
10 a m.
Bible Study
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Warship
7 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
GREEN PLAIN
10:00 a.m.
Bible Study
1045 a.m.
Morning Service
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Worship
HAZEL CHURCH OF CHRIST
9.00 a.m.
Bible Study
9:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship
HICKORY GROVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
9,00 a.m.
Sunday Bible Class
1060 a.m.
Morning Worship
760 p.m.
Wednesday Night
113R.KSEY CHURCH OF CHRIST
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:50 a.m.
Morning Worship
700 p.m.
Evening Worship
(Sunday & Wednesdays
MT. OLIVE CHURCH OF CHRIST
1060 a.m.
Sunday School
1100 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship

SECOND STREET
10 45 a m
Morning Worship
600 p in
Evening Worship
GLENDALE ROAD CHURCH OF CHRIST
Sam.9 am & 6 pm
Worship
10'15 a m
Bible Study
7pm
Wed Bible Study

BROOK'S CHAPEL UNTIED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
1st & 3rd Sun. Night

UNION GROVE
10'50 a.m
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
UNIVRESTIT
9:00 a.m.
Bible Classes
10 00 am. & 560 p.m.
Worship

COLE'S CAMPGROUND
8-50 a.m
Worship Service
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School
DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
9,00 a.m.
Contemporary Service
10:00 a.m
Bible Study
11:00 a.m.
Regular Worship

WEST MURRAY
10:50 a.m
Morning Worship
660 p.m.
Evening Worship
WILLIAMS CHAPEL
9:00 a.m.
Morning
6:00 p.m.
Even'r.
7:00 p.m.
Wedn,-

CHURCH

or JEWS csisrr

SF LATIII UT SAINTS

CHURCH OF JESUS clown
OF LATTER DAY SAINTS
10:00 a.m
Sunday Priesthood
11:10 a.m
Sunday School
12:10 p.m
Sacrament Meeting

EPISCOPAL
ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
10:30 a.m.
Worship
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
12:00 p.m
Tuesday

moopoomoorr

NEW CONCORD
950 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
9 a.m.
Bible Classes
7pm
Wednesday
NEW PROVIDENCE
900 a.m.
Bible Study
1000 a.m. & 6,00 p.m.
Worship
700 p.m.
Wed Bible Study

CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
10.30 a in
Worship Sunday
Children', Sunday School 11 00 a.m.
FREEDOM HOUSE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
MURRAY FAMILY CHURCH
10.00 a.m
Worship
Wednesday- Home Groups 600 pm

PLEASANT VALLEY
10:45 am.
Morning Worship
6-00 p.m
Evening Worship

COLDWATER
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m
Worship

FIRST UNITED METHODIST
845 & 11 am
Worship
9:50 a.m.
Sunday School
GOOD SHEPHERD UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11.00 a.m.
Worship Service
GOSHEN METHODIST
9.00 a.m.
Sunday School
1000 am
Morning Worship
HAZEL UNITED METHODIST
11:00 am
Sunday School
945 a_m
Morning Worship

RUSSELL CHAPEL UN/TED
9:30 a.m.
Worship
11:00 am.
Sunday School
SOUTH PLEASANT GROVE
9.45 a in
Sunday School
1045 a.m.
Morning Worship
TEMPLE HILL UNITED
9:00 a.m.
Sunday School
10:00 a m
Preaching

WAYMIEN CHAPEL AIME CHURCH
1000 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Service
IIAZaing
MURRAY CHURCH
9.45 a.m.
Sunday School
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
6:00 p.m.
Evening Worship
630 p.m_
Wednesday Worship

PENTECOSTAL
BETHEL FELLOWSHIP
CHURCH OF GOD
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 00 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Church
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday
BETHEL APOSTOLIC
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship Service
5:00 p.m.
Sunday Night
7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Night
CALVARY TEMPLE
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m. & 6:30 p.m.
Worship
Wed Evening & Youth Service 7:00 p.m.
DEXTER PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m. & 6 p.m.
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UPC
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Worship
7:00 p.m
Wednesday Worship
FAITH TABERNACLE
10.00 a.m
Sunday School
11am & 7 p.m
Worship
JENNY RIDGE PENTECOSTAL
6.00 p.m.
Saturday Evening
1030 am & 6 pm
Worship
MURRAY FIRST UNITED
PENTECOSTAL CHURCH
10 a.m.
Sunday School & Worship
6 p.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Wednesday
NEW CONCORD
10 a in
Sunday Worship & Service
Worship Sun 6 p in & Wed 7 p in
TRINITY CHRISTIAN CENTER
10.00 a m
Sunday School
10:50 a.m. & 6 p in
Worship
7 p in
Wednesday Worship
UNITED PENTECOSTAL
CHURCH-NEW CONCORD
10:00 a m
Sunday School
1160-730 pm
Worship Service

PESSIETTERAN

INDEPENDENCE UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
9:30 a m
Sunday School
10.45 am
Worship

KIIIKBEY UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship

LIBERTY CUMBERLAND
10-00 a m
Sunday School
11 00 a in
Worship Service

LYNN GROVE
900 a.m.
Sunday School
930 a.m
Morning Worship
MARTIN'S CHAPEL LTNTTED
900 a in
Worship Service
10.30 a.m.
Sunday School
MASON'S CHAPEL UNITED
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
Wednesday Youth Service 630 p.m.

NORTH PLEASANT GROVE
10.00 a in
Sunday School
11 00 a m
Worship
OAK GROVE CUMBERLAND
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
1000 a m
Sunday School
11 am. & 6 p m
Worship Service
uarry CUMBERLAND
10:00 a.m
Sunday School
1100 a.m. & 6:30 p m
Worship

Attend The Church Service Of Your Choice
.(•;,;(et-ics
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I can do all things through
Christ who strengthens me.
- Phil. 4:13
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753-7567

Office Technology Specialiste
1-800-858-0492
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The word is nigh thee, even in thy
mouth and in thy heart: that is, the
word offaith, which we preach.
-Romans 10:8

Concrete

753-3540

I have fought the good fight, I
have finished the race, I have
kept the faith.
- 2 71mothy 4:7

101
Discount
Church
Bulletin

with

Thornton Tile and Marble
Our Showroom is Open
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30
753-5719
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CALLOWAY MONUMENT CO.
SINCE 1944
Our

Family Is Here To
Help Yours.

1707 W. Maio • Murray •270-753-1%2

PURCHASE AREA
PHYSICAL THERAPY
Professional Care with a Personal Touch
206 S. 6th St.• Murray, KY •(270)759-950

And ifIgo and prepare a place for
you,I will come back and take you
to be with me that you also may be
where I am.
- John 14:3
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Admittin sin

3

Cherdillelleties

Various churches have
information concernreleased
sinall
are
we
Because
when
admit
to
hard
it
(Ind
I
Question:
ing their worship services for
ners who are still in the
I have made a mistake or sinned in some
the coming weekend as folprocess of growing into the
way because I fear others will use it
lows:
likeness of Jesus, we are
against me. %A hat would Jesus do?
Goshen Methodist: Rev.
sins
special
our
confess
to
taught
about
disrespect
concern
Your
Answer:
Jim Robinson with ProdigalSong will present a
Earheart, pastor, will
Mark
one
to
and
God
to
both
justified.
is
and ridicule from some people
at 6:30 p.m. at First Baptist Church,
Saturday
on
concert
speak about "Until I See" with
Wc often find ourselves crying out for God's another and to pray for one
203 South Fourth St., Murray.
scripture from John 20:19-31
another that we may be
help like the Psalmist who said. "Proud men
Not many years ago, alcoservice
at the 9 a.m. worship
healed (James 5:/6). Only
have hidden a snare for me; they have
and drugs had taken nearhol
with Tom Villaflor as the pasby acknowledging our sins,
spread out the cords of their net and have
ly everything from Robinson.
tor's assistant. Pat and Patrican we pray as Jesus taught
set traps for me along my path- (Psalm
He had no job, no car and
cia Lea will be greeters. Servhis disciples to pray: "For- What Weald
no home He was a suicidal
/40:5). The wise man of the Proverbs
Elizaing as acolytes will be
give us our sins, for we
Jesus Do?
drunk and addict, and nearly
added. "The proud and arrogant man—
beth and Nicholas Brunn. Chilalso forgive everyone who
died.
By Richard
'Mocker is his name" (Proverbs 21:24).
dren's church will be directed
sins against us" (Luke 11:4). Youngblood,
But in 1989, something wonBut you must not allow your pride or fear
will
choir
The
Bruno
Pat
by
In the Sermon on the
derful happened. Today. Prodito keep you from acknowledging your own
Minister at
sing "Heavenly Sunlight" with
Mount, Jesus said: "If you
galSong is an outreach minerrors when appropriate. The wise man also
University
the
at
April Arnold as director and
gift
your
offering
are
istry that tells a wonderful
mockers
proud
mocks
said. "He (the Lord)
Church of
Pat Brunn, Renee Doyle and
altar and there remember
story of how one lost man.
hut pis es grace to the humble" (Proverbs
Christ
Carla Halkias as accompanists.
on one dark and desperate
that your brother has some3.34)
Sunday School with Tim
moment, turned to find that
thing against you, leave your gi t t ere in
However, true followers of Christ should
will
superintendent
as
reconciled
Jesus had been there
be
and
go
Chaney
Chnst
First
altar.
the
of
front
forgiveness
gracious
for
understand their need
be at 10:15 a.m. with a potluck
all along.
to your brother; then come and offer your
trom God as well as their need to give and
Utilizing his gifts as a promeal to be served in the famgift" (Matthew 5:23-24).
ieceise grace from others. They should
fessional counselor, speaker,
ily fellowship center after SunIn light of the above, I believe Jesus
accept the fact that they are forgiven sinners
author and songwriter. Robinday School. No evening servwould encourage humility and honesty with
v(instantly struggling to overcome failures so
founded ProdigalSong
son
people
so
our
held
regarding
be
will
others
ices
with
and
self
with
God,
they can grow into the perfect likeness of
An Robinson
istnes in 2000 It has evolved
can attend the Fifth Sunday
mistakes and sins. A failure to acknowledge
Jesus Christ. This does not mean that
that
mission
vibrant
a
into
United
grace
Singing at Kirkscy
our sins prevents us from receiving
Christians should in any way boast in their
brings a testimony of hope and healing and provides proMethodist Church,sponsored by
mistakes and sins, It means they understand and forgiveness. This failure also hinders
fessional resources that address the issues of addiction and
Churchthe
into
Methodist
growing
United
and
the
learning
of
process
the
that humbly accepting their failings can
recovery, obsessive/compulsive behaviors, mood disorders.
es of Calloway County.
likeness of Jesus our Lord.
enable them to learn from those mistakes
hearing and related life issues. With this outreach,
family
Ricky
Bro.
spint
Hardin Baptist:
However, an open and confessional
arid not continually repeat them.
team shares a message of what is called
ProdigalSong
the
The Bible tells us that some of the great- can help us develop a beautiful, loving com- Cunningham. pastor. will speak
the Broken Spint.
for
Healing
God's
about "The Good News Is Realmunity of faith where believers can accept
est of God's servants made mistakes. For
The concert is free and the public is invited to attend.
can
II"
and
Part
News
lives
their
for
Good
the
responsibility
ly
personal
example. Moses dishonored the Lord by
with scripture from Romans
help one another become better people.
striking the rock to bring forth water instead
yokefellow, and Ron Methodist: Rev. Gene Burpeodisrespectful
and
at the worship servic- Curd,
self-righteous
1:16-17
Although
commanded
had
as
it
God
to
of speaking
Sunday School report. keen, pastor, will speak about
for
James
es at 8, 9:15 and 10:30 a.m.
ple (sometimes including those who claim to
i Number. 21:8./2). When King Saul of
will be at 9:40 " Where's The Proof'?" with(
School
Sunday
and 6 p.m. Sunday school will
be Christians) may ridicule, genuine followIsrael spared the hest of the sheep and oxen
scripture from John 20:19-31
a.m.
greater
morneven
an
three
have
all
be held during
ers of Jesus Christ will
v.ontrars to instructions from the Lord, he
Grove and 1 Peter 1:3-9 at the l.
Pleasant
North
ing worship times. Sunday
respect for those who are willing to admit
was confronted hy the prophet Samuel.
Cumberland Presbyterian: A a.m. worship service. Judy.
evening service will be at 6
their mistakes, learn from them and not
I ater he said. -I have sinned" / Samuel
representative of The Gideons Lamb will be pianist with
p.m.
/5:241 'Die apostle Peter denied Jesus three repeat them.
will speak at the II a.m. wor- Denise Schuttler as choir direo-;
tell
Methodist:
would
Jesus
First United
I believe this is what
time, Mark /4:66-72). Before he met Jesus
service. Camme Cain will tor. Sunday School will be at
ship
Rev. Stan Waldon, guest speakyou to do.
on the road to Damascus, Paul thought he
leader with Margaret 10 a.m. .
song
be
er, will speak about "Just Do
was sers mg God by persecuting Christians
Locust Grove Baptist: Bro..
Nell Boyd as pianist. Sunday
University
Luke
to
from
comments
or
scripture
questions
with
Send
It!"
fI. 1. 26 9(/) Later he wrote, "I acted in
Ryker Wilson, pastor, will speak
10 a.m.
at
be
will
School
KY
Murray.
Light
12th.
Early
N.
17:5-10 at the
Church of Christ. ROI
[imam e and unbelief- / Timothy I:12).
First Christian: The youth about "The Change" with scripi
42071 or phone 270-753-1881. This article
service at 8:45 a.m. and the
In Lai. the Bible teaches that we are all
the church will be in charge ture from Acts 2:14, 22-24o
of
traditional worship service at
sinners in need of God's grace ilionums 3:9- is reproduced on the web: www.nchrist.org
of the 10:15 a.m. worship serv- 32-33 at the II a.m. worship:
is
Wurgler
Pamela
Dr.
a.m.
II
/
ice. Assisting will be Dr. Charles service. Brandy Stevens wit,
director of music with Joan
senior minister, Mike present special music. Barry
Bowker as organist. The chan- L. Bolen,
leader; Eddie Thomas will be in charge elo
worship
Ridley.
cel choir will sing "I Know
and June VanderMolen, Kid's Corner. Sunday Schots(
Phelps
with
Liveth"
Redeemer
My
That
Cadsey. Tommy will be at 10 a.m. and the
Mark Woodring playing the elders; Mallory
Gray, Denny "Locust Grove Sings" will
Erica
Durham,
4
trumpet and Jasmine Davis
cites.
and Fred at the 6 p.m. worship service.
Parker
Steve
Laos.
limo* That
singing • soio.
Sunday School for all ages we
Wells, diaconate.
My Redeemer Liveth" at the
be at 10 a.m.
Sammy
Bro.
Baptist:
Grace
second service. Kristen Shep9f,
Church
University
pastor, will speak
ard will give the children's Cunningham,
10:45 a.m. and the 6 Christ: Roy Hawkins, youth,
the
at
services.
both
at
message
worship services. Henry director, will speak about
Acolytes will be Maddie and p.m.
is minister of music "Renewal" with scripture from
Nance
Laiken Balmer with Stephanie
White, Sherry Fort- Romans /2 at the 10 a.m. worBalmer as acolyte parent. Also with Oneida
Garrison as ship service and will also speak'
Kathy
and
ner
BlackSusan
assisting will be
Futrell will at the 5 p.m. worship service.'
Teddy
accompanists.
ford, Steve Kroehler, Jennifer
the morn- Assisting will be Kent Sutherat
selection
a
sing
VanWaes, Gary Vacca, Paula
ing service. Eddie Morris will land, Jack Wilson and Nathan
Hulick and Sid Easley
children's sermon. Bazzell. Danny Claiborne is
Glendale Rood Church of give the
is youth director. worship leader. Bible classes
Suu
Micah
Christ: John Dale, senior minbe John Smoth- will be at 9 a.m.
will
Assisting
ister, will speak about "I Just
Elm Grove Baptist: Rev.,
deacon of the week,
Want to Be A Christian" with erman.
Stone, Trad York, associate pastor,.
Kerry
Bell,
Walter
and
Corinthians
scripture from /
and Phil McCuiston. will speak at the 10 a.m. and
1:/0-15 at the 9 a.m. wor- Hal Orr
School will be 6 p.m. worship services. Aaron.
Sunday
ushers.
ship service and Bob Owen
Tribou is minister of music,
a.m.
will speak about "Revolution" at 9:30
with Bobbie Burkeen as pianist.
United
Chapel
Mason's
with scripture from DeuteronSunday School will be at 9
the
of
youth
The
Methodist:
omy 33:26-29 at the 6 p.m.
will be in charge of a.m.
worship service. Leading the church
First Baptist: Rev. John,
Sunday service at the
song service will be Todd Walk- the fifth
Alyssa Whittaker. minister of youth and
service.
worship
cm.
11
the
at
er, associate minister,
youth director, will pres- children at First Baptist Church,
morning hour and Hayden Jones,
Youth Moments. The Martin, Tenn., will speak about
Rogers at the evening hour. ent the
will sing "Spirit of he "Keep In Step" with scripture
choir
Garry
be
will
assisting
Also
God" with Karen Coles from Galatians 5:16-26 at the
Evans. involvement minister, Living
Myatt, accompa- 8:30 and 10:55 a.m. worship
Sharon
and
Nick Hutchens, youth minisA meal will follow the services and about "CPR at.
ter, Johnny Bohannon, Rick nists.
6 p.m. worship service.,
Dodd, worship service. Sunday School the
Logan
McKenzie.
Kent Jackson is the interim
CauJeanine
a.m.
10
at
be
will
Richard Duke, Charlie Rogers.
will conduct a Beth Moore minister of music with MarBrock Simmons, Aaron Arm- then
Study each Wednesday garet Wilkins and Lucretia Jackstrong, George Garner and Bible
son as accompanists. John
p.m.
7
at
worshort
A
Wallace.
Logan
Robinson of ProdigalSong will
Methodist:
United
Hazel
Grove
Lynn
in
located
an
early
service
with
"a church
ship service will be at 5 a.m.
a solo. "Come and Fill:
sing
will
pastor,
Trull,
Alan
Rev.
and Bible classes at 10:15 a.m.
highway 893, 1/4 mile off 94 W
in a country ..etting"
speak about 'The Peace Offer- This Place" and John and wife.
Memorial Baptist: Rev
with scripture from Num- Teresa. will sing "A Greater
Martin Severns. pastor, will ingat the 9:15 a.m. Love" at both services. The
6:13-17
bers
speak at the 8:30 and 10:50
worship service. Johruta Nance sanctuary choir will song
servworship
p.m
6
and
cm.
Pastor
Palmer,
R.
Timothy
will be in charge of Children's "Come. Be Baptised" at the
ices. Jeff Prater is minister of
Toni Jones is accom- second service. Assisting will.
Church.
and
Williams
music and Misty
E-mail: pvig-umcertetzero.net
Parsonage: 489-2371
J.W. Jones is wor- be Boyd Smith. minister of
and
panist
Kathy Thweatt are accompaWebsite: www.gbgmumc.orgilynngrove
ship leader. Sunday School will youth, David Parker and:
nists. Assisting will be Bill Dale,
Richard Jones, deacons, and
be at 11 a.m.
deacon of the week. Joe Dale
Poplar Spring Baptist Vickie Travis and Bill Adams.
Church: Bro. Dennis Norvell. Sunday School will be at 9:45
pastor, will speak about "Are a.m. A contemporary praise atkil
You the Real Thing" with scrip- worship service for college sttl
S467 Stare Route 121 N • Murray KY 42071
ture from Matthew. 6:10 at dents will be at 8 p.m. at thA
the 8:45 and II a.m. worship NET building
Westside Baptist: Reif;
services. The Fifth Sunday
Singing will be at 6 p.m. with Glynn M. On, pastor, wilt
a potluck fellowship meal to speak about "The Power of thk
follow. Ray and Kay Hays will Resurrection of Jesus Chrisel,
lead the worship service with with scripture from Romans 1:
From Evannille. Indiana
Hazel Brandon. Susan Reynolds 1. /647 and Ephesions 1:15,
and Carol Kelly as accompa- 23 at the 10:30 a.m. worship:
nists. Sunday School for all services and 'The Proofs oi
the Resurrection of Jesus
ages will be at 10 a.m.
Martin's Chapel United Christ" with scripture from Actk
til 'S DAY BIBLE CLASS •130 A.M. "Chnst In Your Home"
Methodist: Rev. Gene Bur- 1:I-3 at the 6 p.m. worship servpastor, will speak about ice. Tommy Scott is music direc-'
keen.
chip"
Disciple
of
Cost
The
"Counting
St %DM' MORNING WORSHIP- 10:15 A.M.
"Where's The Proor- with tor. The choir will sing 'The
NDAY EVENING VI ORSHIP - 731 P.M. "Christian Lim:In An Um-Christian World"
scnpture from John 20/9-3/ Wondrous Cross" and Adam
and I Peter 1:3-9 at the 9 Scott will present special music
Only"
And
One
The
Of
MONDAY NIGHT- 7:00 P.M. "Importance
a.m. worship service. Musi- at the morning hour and Mark:
cians will be Ricky Cunning- Morgan will have special music
TUESDAY NIGHT- 7:00 P.M. 'Casts he The Church"
ham and Glenn Hill. Sunday at the evening hour. Assisting
WEDNESDAY NIGHT - 740 P.M. "Jesus Our Example — He Loved Fishing"
School will be at 10:30 a.m. will be Mark Morgan and James
face
Coffee Break and Discussion Foster, deacons of the weelj
THURSDAY NIGHT. 7:110 P.M. "Jesus Our Example — He Prayed For Strength To
es"
Coreinistant
Type Bible Study is each Thurs- Sunday School will be at 9:301
Terrifying
day at 10 a.m.
Good Shepherd United
Potluck Meal Following AM Worship — All Are Invited

Robinson will present
concert Saturday at FBC
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Weekly Services

Earls' Fellowship Sunday Morning

8.30 a.m.

Sunday School

9.00 a.m.

9.30 a.m.

Sunday Morning Worship
Wednesday Night Choir

cell

dis.y
Tcai
3A7

1

Thu
Got
ter

6.00 p.m.

Wednesday Fellowship Meal
Wednesday Bible Study

6.45 p.m.

7.15 p.m.

We invite you and
yourfamily to join
us for Worship!

COLD WATER CHURCH OF CHRIST

Invites You To Attend Our Gospel Meeting
With Stephen Rogers

March 30th

April 3rd
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Obama's new problem
nominee, Sen. John McCain.
dy RACHEL ZOLL
Democrats view this as a
AP Religion Wnter
rare opening that could win
- Religion is supposed to be
them the White House. In a
Barack Obama's strength.
close general election, if the
Unlike many Democratic
Democratic nominee can peel
candidates before him. Obama
away even a small percentage
speaks with ease about his
of the traditional Christian vote,
faith. He attends Sunday worhe or she could win the presship and knows his Bible. His
idency.
supporters believe he can pry
Obama's focus on racial recsome committed churchgoers
onciliation has a special appeal
away from the GOP.
to traditional Bible-believers.
But the furor over comTheir concern about diversity
ments by his Chicago pastor,
has intensified recently, in part
the Rev. Jeremiah Wright,
AP
because of the growth in immibroadcast again and again on
grant churches in the U.S., and Rev. Jeremiah Wright gives words of comfort to family and
TV and viewed by millions on
by a new awareness that con- mourners at a funeral service for Roebuck Staples at Tnnity
YouTube, is tempering those
servative Christianity is spreadhopes.
United Church of Christ in Chicago, in this Dec. 23, 2000 file
ing dramatically in developing
"It certainly gives people
countries. Multiethnic church- photo.
pause," even in the Democraes are a rarity in America.
tic Party, said Corwin Smidt.
The turmoil over Wright
a Calvin College professor who
could cost Obama these votes.
studies religion and politics.
Barry Hankins, a Baylor UniAll the top Democratic preshistorian who studies
versity
of
spoke
idential contenders
religion and politics, predicted
their faith this election year. Sen.
that Christian right activists
Hillary Rodham Clinton, a
would bombard less-politically
Methodist and Obama's remainengaged evangelicals with the
ing Democratic rival, has spent
WASHINGTON (AP) — White House hopeful Barack Obama
message that they should be
years reaching out to traditionhis
of
because
of
Obama
leery
he would have left his Chicago church had his longsuggests
al Christians. But more than
pastor.
whose fiery anti-American comments about U.S.
pastor,
time
any other candidate, Obama
'That's where it's going to foreign policy and race relations threatened Obama's campaign,
has made religion a core part
hurt him," Hankins said.
not stepped down.
of his message and outreach.
James Guth, an expert on
"Had the reverend not retired, and had he not acknowledged
The Illinois senator has held
Furman
at
religion and politics
that what he had said had deeply offended people and were
faith forums, created a grassUniversity in South Carolina, inappropriate and mischaracterized what I believe is the greatroots support network of "consaid Wright's comments haven't
gregation contacts" and has
country, for all its flaws, then I wouldn't have
killed Obama's chances. The ness of this
spoken at evangelical churchfelt comfortable staying at the church," Obama said Thursday
some
up
built
has
candidate
es that Democrats had rarely
"curiosity" during a taping of the ABC talk show, "The View." The interand
goodwill
visited.
through his outreach to evan- s iev. v.111 be broadcast Friday.
His strategy is rooted in the
In his sermons over the years, the Rev. Jeremiah Wright has
including appearing at
Christian faith he found as an racism. He also accused the gov- time listening to what Sen. gelicals,
hostagainst the United States and accused it of bringing on
summit
railed
AIDS
Christian
a
i&lt through Wright at Trini- ernment of flooding black Obama says than to a few
Rick
pastor
megachurch
by
11 attacks by spreading terrorism. He also has said
ed
Sept.
the
ty. United Church of Christ, a neighborhoods with drugs.
cherry-picked Warren and his wife, Kay.
well-chosen,
invented AIDS to destroy "people of color"
government
the
predominantly African-AmeriIn a March 18 speech on video clips from his pastor."
Guth said he had always and has shouted "God damn America" for its treatment of
But
book,
Obama's
can megachurch.
But at least for now, the been skeptical that Obama's
race that was partly aimed at
"The Audacity of Hope" was damage
Obama campaign is on the defensive. strategy would succeed with minorities.
control,
Videos of his remarks circulated on the Internet and on telinspired by a Wright sermon. described the history of injusNo one expects Obama or
Christians. Wright's
evision.
q. But last week, Obama dis- tice that fueled Wright's com- Clinton to draw voters from traditional
views inevitably would receive
tanced himself from his pas- ments, while also condemning the Christian right, especially
In an attempt to quiet the controversy, Obama gave a speech
extensive publicity, as would
of
circulated
video
tor, after
his pastor's statements and considering the candidates' sup- Obama's denomination. the last week in which he sharply condemned Wright's remarks
Wright's most inflammatory acknowledging the resentment port for abortion rights. Still,
United Church of Christ, one but did not repudiate him.
rhetoric from the pulpit. Among of whites.
polls have found that younger of the most liberal of the mainObama said Wednesday he has spoken with Wright, who
the most remarked upon sound
Shaun A. Casey, an Obama evangelicals are less tied to line Protestant groups that the- retired from Trinity United Church of Christ last month but
bites was Wright proclaiming adviser and a Christian ethics the Republican Party than their
ological conservatives deeply remains as a senior pastor.
1C.,od damn America" for its professor at Wesley Theologi- parents have been.
Hillary Rodham Clinton, Obama's rival for the Democratic
distrust, Guth said.
As a generation of old-guard
cal Seminary in Washington,
"I just thought the 'begin- presidential nomination, broke her silence on the matter Tuessaid the campaign will change Christian conservative leaders, ning of the end' would come day, saying she would have parted company with a pastor who
nothing about its faith outreach such as the late Rev. Jerry Fal- during the general election, not spoke about the country the way Wright has.
well, fade from the scene, some the Democratic primaries," Guth
because of the controversy.
"We're months and months evangelicals are pushing for a
d. "I don't think Obama hab
away from the, general elec- hrfirrildwr, Mitt& that anGliglem lest all the benetits of his e
and
environmental protection
tion. I think that isrts
Iftr 'quiet' campaign among
Obama time to fay out itis own fighting poverty. And Christ- evangelicals, but this episode
views," Casey said. "Over time, ian right activists remain wary is certainly sets back those
people will spend a lot more of the presumptive Republican efforts."
. .
Education Opporrn Chnsnan
turtles meetings, similar to a
LINCOLN
cfillege fair, will open on Tuesday from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
MERCURY
"(pee Creek Baptist Church,
377 St. Rt. 131, Mayfield.
Another session will be
Thursday at the same hour at
Gospel Mission Worship Center, 6905 Benton Rd.. Reidland.
The concluding session will
Menus for the various lunchrooms of the Calloway Counbe Thursday. April 24,from 6:30
ty Schools have been released by Bridget Jaszenko, food servto 7:30 p.m. at Westside Bapice director, for the week of March 31-April 4. Murray City
tist Church. 207 Robertson Rd.
Schools will not be in session, according to Pat Lane. food
South, Murray.
service director.
Issues to be addressed
Menus, subject to occasional changes based on availabiliinclude: Why choose a Christy of food, are as follows:
tian school; What does a ChrisCALLOWAY COUNTY
tian school have to offer; Is a
Snacks for Preschool and Elementaries - Monday - mufChristian school right for our
fin, milk. Tuesday - apple, peanut butter, Wednesday - cheese,
falnily: What Christian schools
crackers. Thursday - cereal, graham crackers, milk; Friday ace in my area; and Are there
animal crackers. milk.
transportation options available.
Preschool - Breakfast (milk, toast, cereal and juice availDr. Donnie Peal, Christian
daily) Monday - muffin; Tuesday - breakfast burrito:
able
ellowship school administraWednesday - pancake and sausage on stick w/syrup; Thursthe
of
some
discuss
will
tor,
day - biscuit w. sausage gravy; Friday - muffin. Lunch (assortd4tinctive Christian schools
vegetables, chef salad fruits and milk served daily) Moned
offer. Also representatives from
day - ham and cheese sandwich, lettuce tomato, baked apples;
are-a Christian schools will be
Tuesday - chicken nuggets w/roll, green beans, scalloped
present to answer questions.
potatoes. Wednesday - chicken fajita, lettuce, tomato, pinto
Participating schools include
beans, wheat bread. Thursday - oven fried chicken w/roll, creamed
potatoes w/gravy, cole slaw; Friday - ham and cheese sandChristian Fellowship School.
Opponent Time
Date
Opponent
wich, lettuce tomato, baked beans, macaroni and cheese.
Benton: Community Christian
7 p.m.
Rockies
Elementaries - Breakfast (cereal, assorted toast, yogurt,
Wed., April 2
Academy. Paducah; Northside
juice, fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - yogurt,
fruit
and
Mayfield:
Rockies
Thurs., April 3
Christian School.
7 p.m.
Nationals
Fri., April 4
toast. Tuesday - pancake and sausage on stick w/syrup;
St.. Joseph School. Mayfield.
Wednesday - biscuit w/sausage gravy; Thursday - breakfast
' For more information call
12 p.m.
Nationals
April 5
Sat.,
Astros
at
7
April
pizza, Friday - yogurt, toast. Lunch (assorted vegetables,
Mon.,
1270)
at
Stephenia Hovekamp
chef salads, milk served daily) - Monday - hot dog, ham
fruit,
7 p.m.
at Astros
127-1381.
Tues., April 8
and cheese sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich; Tuesat Giants
Fri., April 11
day - pizza, fish sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich;
7 p.m.
at Astros
Wed., April 9
Wednesday - chicken nuggets, roll, pimento cheese sandwich, yogurt and animal crackers: Thursday - super nachos,
p.m.
9
at
Giants
10
April
Thurs.,
Thurs., April 17 Brewers
grilled chicken sandwich, peanut butter and jelly sandwich;
7 p.m.
Friday - chicken teriyaki w/rice. hamburger. grilled cheese
Brewers
Tues., April 15
sandwich.
Giants
Fri., April 18
7 p.m.
Wed., April 16 Brewers
Middle - Breakfast (fruits, fruit juice. toast, cereal and milk
served daily) Monday - muffin, Poptart, Tuesday - ham and
12 p.m.
Giants
Sat., April 19
cheese biscuit; Wednesday - bacon, egg and cheese biscuit.
at Brewers 8 p.m.
we Orr Noe Cower ter
Mon., April 21
Thursday - chicken biscuit: Friday - biscuit w/sausage gravy.
at Brewers 12 p.m.
twiny:hats sellout Group Coverage
Tues., April 22
Lunch (assorted vegetables, chef salad, fruits and milk served
Independent Contractors
7 p.m.
daily) Monday - hot dog, ham and cheese sandwich, DomiThurs., April 24 at Pirates
6 p.m.
Wed., April 23 at Pirates
no's pizza. Tuesday - chili cheese burrito, fish sandwich,
Dependents and Students
turkey and cheese sandwich: Wednesday - taco salad w/Mexp.m.
7
Reds
28
April
Mon.
COBRA/ Alternative
8 p.m.
Astros
Fri., April 25
ican cornbread, grilled cheese sandwich, ham and cheese
See-Employe()
p.m.
sandwich; Thursday - sliced turkey w/gravy and roll, ham7
Reds
29
April
Tues.,
Small Businesses
burger. submarine sandwich; Friday - super nachos, corn
1 p.m.
Astros
Sat., April 26
12 p.m.
Reds
dogs. turkey and cheese sandwich,
30
April
Wed.,
ca,
111St
easy
are
choices
1411
Sokybons 11,
High - Breakfast (cereal, toast, cinnamon toast, Poptarts,
Robert 0111Ington Jr.
fresh fruit and milk served daily) Monday - pancakes w/syrup;
Tuesday - breakfast pizza, Wednesday - sausage biscuit;
270-753-4751
Thursday - biscuit w/sausage gravy, Friday - breakfast taco.
Lunch (chef salads, fresh fruits, vegetables, deli sandwiches,
hamburgers and milk served daily) Monday - pizza, fish sand401 Olive St., Murray • 753-5312
wich; Tuesday - chili cheese crispito, grilled chicken sandwich; Wednesday - chicken taco, ribette sandwich; Thursday
filES. I
'All games ens subfact to change or preemption due to Fox Sports Not programming that is not controlled by
- foot long chili dog, submarine sandwich; Friday - chicken
ky.net
nuggets w/roll. hamburger.
Visit our website for a schedule of the entire season www.murray-

Obama suggests he would
have left his Chicago church
if Wright kept preaching
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RACER HOOPS

Adams adds one more ball to juggle
msu
TO KANSAS
WOMEN'S COACH WEARS ANOTHER HAT BEFORE MOVING

BY MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
pn top of being tagged as the new
head coach at Wichita State and getting
on the road today to recruit for the
Shockers. Jody Adams has one more
hat she has to wear: Realtor.
:Adams was in the process of building her first house in Murray, not only
laying the groundwork on her new crib,
but making sure she put down some
roots in the Calloway County community.
Now, Adams is headed for Kansas.
Biit before she goes, she has a house to
sell.
"I'm actually still building it, I'm
about three weeks away from moving
in, hull just had a beautiful chandelier

State and Wichita State," she said.
-Those were two universities that I've
always watched from afar and been
very fond of."
Adams maintains that she considers
herself lucky to have been a part of this
year's Racer women's basketball program, being able to come in and help
the girls accomplish their goals of winning the Ohio Valley Conference and
going to the NCAA Tournament.
Now she wants to try and do the
same at Wichita State.
"My job now is to go and move a
program that is at the bottom of the
Missouri Valley Conference to compete for a championship there," she
said.
Although, that might take a little

delivered that I had to send back," she
said."Now I gotta sell a house."
"I wasn't planning on going anywhere. I would never have built a
home, that's for sure. You just don't
make those type of investments and
then move. Hopefully, 1 made a wise
decision where I built and I had a great
builder. It's a great looking house."
So while Adams is trying to sell her
space, she does so with a heavy heart.
While the now-former Murray State
head coach was an associate head
coach at Southern Illinois University in
Carbondale, one thing was abundantly
clear to the 37-year-old as she sat on
the bench for the Salukis for nearly
four years.
"I got a real good look at Murray

longer than it did at Murray State.
The Shockers finished 9-22 last year
and were ranked last in the MVC, and
while that alone might raise some eyebrows for Adams' supporters, she's
quick to remind herself that in terms of
conference RPI ranking, the MVC was
eighth this past year.
But more than that. Adams considers herself a helper and a teacher of the
game.
"It's a good career step and move
for me," she said. "I like going and
helping programs. I like teaching
young student athletes how to win.
They need that right now and I hope I
can give that to them. Maybe help
change Wichita State's program
II See ADAMS, 2B

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

On top of moving to Wichita State
soon, Adams has to worry about selling her new house in Murray. Adams
accepted the head coaching gig at
WSU Wednesday.
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TIGER BASEBALL PREVIEW

Murray takes
split in
opening of
Tiger Classic
LADY TIGERS
DROP CONTEST TO
ST. MARY
Staff Report
A two-home run performance by
Tanner Richerson boosted Murray to a
10-2 win over Milan. Tenn., in the first
game of the Tiger Classic Thursday
afternoon at MHS.
The Tigers (3-1) didn't fare as well
in the nightcap, falling to Nashville
Davidson Academy II-1.
Against Milan, Murray exploded in
a nine-run third inning in which
Richerson delivered two home runs

TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times

Kristen Boggess goes down to
make a tag on a Heath runner at
home plate Thursday at Calloway
County High School.

that landed

Big fifth

inning propels
Pirates past
Lady Lakers
LAKERS PICK UP
ROAD WIN IN
WEST TENNESSEE
Staff Report
Missed opportunities cost the
("alloway County softball team in a 91 loss to Heath Thursday at CCHS.
The Lady Lakers (2-1) fought the
Lady Pirates (1-1) to a 0-0 deadlock
through four innings before Heath
exploded for five runs in the fifth and
added one more in the sixth and three
in the seventh.
But Calloway had its chances to
take a lead prior to Heath's offensive
onslaught. The Lady Lakers left the
bases loaded in the third and stranded
runners on second and third in the
fourth.
Pitcher Ashton Futrell tossed a
shutout through four innings, but
Heath's hitters began to find the gaps
in the fifth. driving Futrell from the
game and eventually saddling her with
the loss. The Lady Lacers brought in
Whitney Gardner in relief, who struggled with her control, walking several
hitters.
Calloway did manage one run in
the bottom of the fifth. scoring Jackie
Metcalf on an Alyssa Cunningham
RBI.
Heath scored nine runs on nine hits
and committed three errors while
Calloway scored one run on seven hits
and also committed three errors.
Metcalf went 2-for-4 at the plate
and scored Calloway's lone run.
Lauren Benson also had a good hitting
day. going 2-for-3.
The Lady Lakers travel to Bowling
Green today for the Warren East
Invitational.'They'll face North Laurel
tonight and Hopkinsville and Grayson
County Saturday.
•Calloway County baseball traveled south of the border Thursday
night and came away with a nail-biting 9-8 victory over Henry County,
Tenn.
The matchup was a back-and-forth
basic and remained close throughout.
Calloway (2-0) took a 3-2 lead in the
first inning and stretched that lead to
5-2 in the third But Henry County had
art answer. sconng three runs in the
bottom of the inning to re-tie the game
IN See CCHS,28
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Volp. will anchor a proven pitching staff for the
Bradley Cobb (above), along with senior teammate Chess
in Murray's season-opening win over St.
innings
five
Tigers this year. On Monday, Cobb allowed one run in
Mary.

Determination
with Motivation
UPSET IN LAST YEAR'S ALL 'A' HAS TIGERS
FOCUSED ON TASK AT HAND THIS SEASON
in the pitching rotation, something
the second-year head coach says
should bolster his team come May.
and
Johnson
If head coach Mike
Seniors Bradley Cobb and Chess
his Murray Tigers need to draw on
MURRAY
to anchor the staff and
any external sources of motivation Volp return
ves as a
themsel
TIGERS
proven
already
have
look
is
do
to
have
they
this season, all
one-two punch to be reckoned with in
Coach: Mike Johnson second year
in the rearview mirror.
two games this season. Last yeer: 20-14-1 (lost an hrst round of
Despite posting a 20-14-1 record Murray's first
one run in five innings re9t3n)
last season, the Tigers went home Cobb allowed
Who's gone: Blake Damall(SS)
season-opening win
Tigers'
the
in
advance
to
Key returnees: Bradley Cobb (P), Chess
hungry after failing
Mary and Volp tossed a comVolp (12). Brock Downey (P, OF). Tyler
Aron
beyond the first round of both the All over St.
Holzad1Uh (SS) Shawn McClure(OF)
while surrendering just
"A" Classic and the First Region plete game
Sweeney (28. Adam Haskell (18), Jordan
on
County
l
one run against Caldwel
Garland (P) Tanner Rcherson (CI Roman
Tournament.
Key (OF)
At All "A" in April, it was Tuesday.
Key newcomers: none
Behind Cobb and Volp are Jordan
Reidland that upset Murray in a 14Downey
Brock
re
sophomo
TIGERS'SCHEDULE
12 marathon. Against Graves County Garland.
Mar. 24: at St Mary (W 10-1 25: at Calchwel C,,,
Thiele.
Daniel
and
it
.
27: Davidson
regional
the
of
in the first round
1W 5-11 27: Mien. Tenn (W
Ballard
Co'
"We feel like we can run five guys
Acadliffit 11. 11-1)• 29: Chnetien
was a different style of game but the
~tonal' 29, Mayfield'
have a chance to win
vs
1:
Greeeeir
Ohio'
Hes.
Seven
same result for the Tigers — a narrow out there and
as
1:
Apt.
His
every game," Johnson said. "They all
Central. Colo 3, Oakwood. Ohio^. 3: Seven
2-1 defeat in 10 innings.
at Htrreboldt Tenn . 11: Al
which
t,
Ohece, 7: at Tropp Co
differen
little
a
ng
somethi
do
this
to
at
So as Murray turns its focus
GlaSSIC at Beard Memonal IS: Tr193 Co IS:
can play the matchup 'A'
Ballard
Heckman Co . IS: Caldwell Co It as
season's All "A" Classic, there is no is good. We
Tenn S 19: as
Gay,
Union
season.
the
IS:
as
in
later
Memorial
bit
lack of motivation for the Tigers, who game a little
- II: It Mereliell Co 22: Marshal
Dyersburg. Teren.9,
that are curveball guys CO.;
24.
Ilk at CatI414 CO.:Sic as East Jessamine%
garnered the No. I seed at the presea- We have guys
Os. Oess%. WS: vs .1sSersoniow"
and we have guys that throw hard
ai
5
son coaches' conference.
Mernonal
Ballard
2,
CO.,
Way I: W Chiles
. 10"Being upset last year in the first stuff.Calloway CO : CillOwly Co. 4: at Graves Co
at
13
.
Tiger
Co
the
to
Hciernan
It
That depth extends
Seeellodei, 141:11/ebaler Coil,
round kind of set the tone a little bit
Lton Co.; 15: dines Co
The top of the order
for the rest of the season and they lineup as well.
off
lead
will
who
.
Downey
of
consists
'Teper Claws at Murray
want to make sure that doesn't hapWorld Fla
'WE* World oll Spotts at Wall Desney
field in addition to
left
play
and
veterhis
of
Ceases at
said
Johnson
again,"
pen
I Jackson Purchase ACA Wood Sal
Tyler
op
, senior shortst
Gravers Co
an team. -They've been very focused pitching
Tournernent
% L MARVIN Invelational
uh, Cobb, senior center fieldand have that right there in their Holzsch
Dreeneneker Classic at Murray
er Shawn McClure and sophomore
sights."
.
Sweeney
Aron
Beyond All "A", however, this is a second baseman
runs so well that we want to keep him
Downey brings speed to the top of
Tiger squad that Johnson believes can
top of the lineup."
and a small game Johnson at the
make some noise at the regional the lineup
Holzschuh played primarily in the
ing.
develop
is
level, thanks to experience and depth. says he
outfield last season but is making the
"We're trying to turn him into one
Murray returns its starting lineup
on to shortstop this spring, a
left-handed bunt-and-slash transiti
allows Cobb to shift over
entirely intact and lost only two of those
that
move
hitters." Johnson said. "He's
reserves to graduation. The Tigers are lead-off
He
far.
so
good job of that
II See 1)GERS. 2B
deep across the board, but especially done a
By TOMMY DILLARD

Sports Writer

in

the football bleachers in

left center field.
Richerson's first homer was a solo
shot and the second drove in Adam
Heskett from first base. But Richerson
wasn't the only offense the Tigers had
going in the third.
Brock Downey tripled, scoring
Roman Kelly, and an Aron Sweeney
double with the bases loaded cleared
the bags.
The Tigers spotted Milan a 2-0 lead
in the first inning before starter
Downey settled down and didn't surrender another run for the remainder in
a complete-game victory.
Academy,
Davidson
Against
Murray surrendered one run in the
first, another in the second, two in the
third and three in the fourth, and couldn't get any offense going until the sixth
inning.
Roman Kelly tossed the first three
innings and was relieved by Jordan
Garland in the fourth. The Tigers managed just four hits and surrendered 12.
Murray continues play in the Tiger
Classic today, facing Christian County,
ranked No. 19 in the state, at 6:15 p.m.
•In softball action, Murray's early
season struggles continued Thursday
afternoon in a 6-2 loss to the St Mary
Lady Vikings.
Tiger pitcher Chelcie Winchester,
still recovering from a bout with the
stomach flu, allowed St Mary's Erica
Reil to reach on a single in the first
inning. Two walks and an infield error
allowed two runs to score. A welltimed single by Heather Studzinski
drove in two more runs before Murray
could get the final out of the inning,
trailing 4-0 after one.
Murray got on the board in the third
•See MHS,213

TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times

Murray pitcher Brock Downey
tossed a complete game In
Thursday afternoon's 10-2 victory
over Milan (Tenn.) Downey gave
up just two runs and provided some
offense as well, hitting an RBI triple
in the bottom of the third
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Petty wins Simmons Award

The Insurance Center of Nhwray
Busine%% •How •far•Health •Lift'

ACREMAN SIGNS
NATIVE OF LEEDS,
ENGLAND; TRACK
PREPARES FOR
OUTDOOR SEASON

mare than one ininiumi agent !-

NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD

Shakes Petty is this year's
recipient of the Margaret
Simmons Female Athlete of the
Year Award. The announcement
was made at the 20th annual
Celebrate Women luncheon,
held today at Murray State's
('urns Center.
Petty, a senior guard on the
Racer women's basketball team,
led the Ohio Valley Conference
with 2 65 steals per game and an
assistao- turnover ratio of 2.35.
ranked fifth with 4.10 assists per
game, and ranked 10 in the
MSU Sports Information
league with 0.144 blocked shots
per game,despite her diminutive Shaleea Petty (center) with Margaret Simmons (left) and assistant coach Rob Cross accepted
her award Thursday at the 20th annual Celebrate Women luncheon
5-liaa-5 stature.
Petty- was also a team leader er to he a candidate for it.
track and field coach, cross Kozuszek, rowing; Lacey
on and off the coun who, along
"I had a special relationship country coach, assistant athletics Latimer. soccer; Jen Nowak.
with Alaina Lee. were the with every player on the team. I director and administrator with soccer; Laura Schroeder, track
engines of the team." according bonded with my teammates. My Murray State. Simmons was on and field; and Bethany Yates,
to former head coach Jody role was kr communicate with hand at the luncheon.
golf.
Adams. She was named to the them and help bnng out the best
"She's a fighter on the cowl,"
The luncheon coincides with
All-OVC Tournament Team. in them, and that helped us come Simmons said of Petty, "and March as 'Women's History
helping Murray State to its first- together and win the champi- she's a little bitty thing. Ill were Month." as declared by
es er()VC 'Tournament title
onship."
a track coach. I'd probably get Congress in 1987.
"I was surprised." Petty said
The award is named in honor her to high jump. For a little kid,
Constance Alexander. a facafter winning the award Its a 01 Margaret Simmons. a former she certainly can jump very ulty scholar with the MSU
wpm.
he
whit
11
him,
great
well. Pound for pound. she gives English and philosophy departa lot more energy than a lot of ment, read a poem and
other people. She has a lot of announced a book signing to
County miscues. Beau Bogard energy."
From Page 1B
take place on Tuesday at 7 p.m.
pinch ran and advanced to scorat five
Other candidates for the in the Curris Center Stables for
The two squads traded runs ing position on an errant pick- award were: Kara Carfile, soc- her publication. 'Letters From
in the fourth. hut the Lakers off throw to first. Dial drove him cer; Rebekah Clay. soccer; Tara Down Under.'
gamed the ads amage once again in with a two-out base hit.
DeMage, volleyball: Stefanie
In the seventh, the takers
in the filth, scoring one run and
ht,Iding the Patriots scoreless. cushioned their lead Ben
making the wore 7-6 11w teams Hudson singled and advanced
would trade runs for the final on an error on the Patnot short- From Page 18
scoring for Murray and Crouch.
two innings and talIimas, held stop. He scored on a ground ball. when Sarah Crouch started the She hit her second single of the
Burks pitched four innings
for the sh.tot),
inning off with a bunt single. day and moved to second, then
and earned the win while
Lii.oh 'lurks went 2-for-4 at
when
Amanda
advanced to second on a wild scored
Brockman picked up the save.
the plate and drone in two runs
sacrifice Winchester tried to beat out a
scored
on
a
pitch.
and
Grant Williams also picked up Williams pitched the fifth and grounder by Emily Benson
dropped third strike, but was
two RBI on 1-tor-3 at the plate, sixth.
answered
La
Wera
Mom
111
!
He
Coataly returnees* trip
Casey Brockman and r I Dial
half of the third, however, when
also Kilted Mat lor the 4.1a), tonight as they travel to
Reil once again connected with plate, going 3-for-3. Herrington
is
Calloway
First
pit.h
set
for
5
going 2-lia-4
a hard-hit triple to nght field, followed. going 2-for-3. Chelcie
the Laker, got their fate. p m hid k ould bc mused back if and later scored on a wild pitch. Winchester pitched the complete
the area sees rain this afternoon.
inning runs on iski, Ifem
The fifth inning saw more game. giving up six hits, striking
out two, walking four and taking
the loss for the Lady Tigers.
C,Wqv •
Murray takes the field again
1p,
on Fnday afternoon at Graves
•
County in a 5 p.m. game. The
Lady Tigers return home
Saturday to face MaSSAC County,
111, in a noon game at MHS.

•CCHS

•MHS

NCAA Tournament
At A Glance
By The Associated Press
All Times EDT
EAST REGIONAL
Regional Senufinals
At Charlotte Bobcats Arena
Charlotte. NC.
Thursday, March 27
North Cardona 68, Washington State 47
Louisville 79 Tennessee 60
Regional Championship
At Chmiotte Bobcats Arena
Charlotte, N.C.
Saturday. March 29
North Carolina (35-21 vs Louisville 278) 9 05 Om
SOUTH REGIONAL
Regional Semifinals
Al Reliant Stadium
Houston
Friday, March 28
Texas (30-61 vs Stanford 128-7i 7 27
pm
Memphis (35-1) vs Michigan State 127
8) 30 minutes following
Regional Championship
Al Reliant Stadium
Houston
Sunday. March 30
Semifinal winners
MIDWEST REGIONAL
Regional Semifinals
At Ford Field

Skippeolloatique

•Adams
From Page 1E1
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10.,ott
Select
Potaf
(r a1
fistIng
Boats

LIVE REMOTE
WITH WKDZ
11:00 - 1:00
Saturday

New
Used
Waverunne
rs

arc

A u thorized
Mercury
E
vinrude
and yamaha
Sales &
Service

Your Pontoon Headquarters
FEATURING GODFREY MARINE PONTOONS AND DECK BOATS

around"

Adams adinits that she felt
"selfish" in having to sit her
players down and inform them
oil her career move, thus forcing
many of the girls to have to go
through their third coach in as
many years.
"I never wanted to take anything away from what they have
accomplished this year by me
making this move." she said.
This move to Murray. I began
to look at myself and my career
and that was the first move, I
thought of fur first.
-This is the second one, and
its a tough one I love those
I girlsl I lose Murray. being here
and the people here It's tough."

mapotel

WEST REGIONAL
Regional Semifinals
Al US Airways Center
Phoenix
Thursday. March 27
Xavier 79 West viriiinia 75, OT
UCLA 88 Western 14 entocky 78
Regional Championship
At US Airways Center
Phoenix
Saturday. March 29
Xavier (30-6) is UCLA i34-31 640 pm
FINAL FOUR
Al The Alamodome
San Antonio
National Semifinals
Saturday, April 5
East champion vs Midwest champion
South champion vs West champion
National Championship
Monday. April 7
Semifinal winners

From Page 1B
to less-strenuous third base
when he's not pitching.
Also playing third will be
Keaton Tate. who has manned
the position in the early season,
allowing Cobb to rest when not
on the mound.
McClure will bat cleanup and
is Murray's best power hitter,
especially to the gaps. Johnson
said. He's capable of batting
anywhere between one and four
in the lineup, but should primanly see action in the four-spot.
In the five-spot will be
Sweeney. who batted close to
.400 as a freshman last season.
Like Holzschuh. Sweeney is a
converted outfielder who played
his first season at second base
last season.
Senior first baseman Adam
power to the equation.
Though he's been hitting at
the bottom of the lineup, catcher
Tanner Richerson has found an
early-season stroke of power,
belting a home run Thursday
against Milan and knocking in
two RBI at Caldwell Tuesday.
Rounding out the outfield is
Roman Kelly. who will play
right field when he isn't pitching. Johnson calls Kelly his best
defensive outfielder and will
generally bat him out of the
nine-hole.
David Kuykendall. who is
coming off a torn ligament from
basketball season, and freshman
Ryan Kelly will also see time in
the outfield.
-We should he able to score
runs and do it in a lot of different ways," Johnson said of his
lineup."We can sit and swing it,
we're good at playing the short
game and we run the bases pretty well. When we're not swinging too well, we have the ability
to go to the bunting game."
Though advancing in the
region tournament is the ultimate goal for the Tigers. first
thing's first — the Tigers play a
tough early-season schedule,
which they'll use to prepare
them for the All "A" Classic,
which begins April I I.
"Our first goal is All 'A'."

Johnson said. "We're trying to
get everybody in a little bit, get
them some time so that everyone's comfortable so that when
we get to that point, we're
ready."
Before then, Murray will face
some tough competition this
weekend in its own Tiger
Classic. Tonight, the Tigers will
face Christian County. ranked
No. 19 in the state in the
Kentucky High School Baseball
Coaches Association (KHSBCA)preseason poll and will face
All "A" two-seed Ballard
Memorial on Saturday. After
that, it's off to Florida for the
Wide World of Sports at Walt
Disney World.
"Our schedule has pockets of
very tough games and this is one
of them." Johnson said. "It'll
certainly Ilse a good test to lee
'Where (,SC stand, where we need
to

improve.MOWS LINEUP SPONSORED 11Yr

[

Terry Butler

NW 4orrolv mace Vary
To saw on row auto ~ante
contact us Wen,

608 Mein St. • 7534841

TV, radio
AUTOORACINGNG
p.m.
SPEED — NASLW
2
Cup
Series pole Qualifying for Goody's
Cool Orange 500 at Maninsvolle Va
4 p.m.
SPEED - NASCAR Craftsman Truck
Series final practice for Kroger 250 at
Martinsville Va isame-day tape)
BOXING
p.m.
ESPN2 - Junior middieweights
Kassim Ouma 125-4-1) vs Cornelius
Bundrage i27-3-01 at Salamanca N Y
GOLF
2 p.m.
TGC — PGA TOW Zurich Classic of
New Orleans second round at
Avondale La
5:30 p.m.
TGC — LPGA Tour Safeway
International second round at
Superstition Mountain Ariz
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
9:10 p.m.
WON
Preseason Chicago Cubs vs
Seattle at Las Vegas
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
a p.m.
C8S — NCAA Dreivor, tournament
doubleheader Midwest regional semifinal teams TBA at Detroit and South
rizso
uen
kami semifinal learns TBA at

A

25To oii ANDREUJ5
vitotA D.4311

All
2007
Baseball
Bats
40% off

AT

r

4.--Avidard41/frid
flquaratio.

1900 N. 12th Sheet Suite H
Murray, KY 42071
Phone 753-2535

54,04.0.1

--)40ce,"Iie4ref4'-try

\
......
01\.
BRIEN VESTS
SKIS
WAKEBOARDS
KNEEBOARDS
/
ALL ON SALE'

Detroit
Friday, March 211
Davidson (28-6) vs Wisconsin (31-4),
7 10 p m
Kansas (33-3) vs Vilianova (22-12), 30
minutes following
Regional Championship
At Ford Field
Detroit
Sunday. March 10
Semifinal winners

•Tigers
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Blvd.•270-753-8355

BIM Johnson

By MSU Sports Information

Great
Selectio n

MCI

Ca CPI12a"EtCP

Free Lunch Served Hot DON T MISS
OUT ON THIS
from the
eYol DiqqiIy Orq
Wagon
SATURDAY

ONCE A
YEAR SALE!
STOCK UP
NOW!

Located on 61/10 • 15 Niles West of Cadiz, KY
270-924-91$1
•

1"to4
CouPc41
2 C6c4
SCtO•n "ni
1-94f
"
0101
so Pc

Team Uniform Sales
Equipment Sales
Screen Printing
Embroidery

All
Baseball
Gloves
20% off

Stem Hours;
Mon.-Fri. 11-5:30
Sit. 11-4:00
Itc4
lame....mai

atilt

CC°
EASTOrv

Best Little Baseball Shop In Town!

Expires 5-1-08
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Saar SW'S

$8.25 COlUMIl Inch, trZY'' Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within u Day Period
$335 per column inch extra for Monday(Shopping Guide)

Tindal
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Panay

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
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1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours
060

Help Warded

010

123Nsip

UMW
Hoke

Pursuant to an execution order to dispose of
property seized to satisfy a judgment to recover
monies owed:
The Calloway County Sheriff's Office will offer at
highest bid the following item
0196920 Foot Seacraft(Model OPNI Fiberglass
Boat
The aale will take place on Monday March 31. 2008
promptly at 10:00am at Sycamore Street Extended
& Shelter Lane. All property is sold as is and with
no guarantees or warranty. All sales are cash or
certified check at the time of the sale. The
Calloway County Shenff's Office reserves the nght
to accept or reject any and all bide, waive
technicalities, or to re-advertise.

flmkw-bd

ve
Minimum five years experience in supervisory/administrati
g
position in human services programs. Experience in managin
d.
preferre
g
plannin
program
and
children
young
for
s
program
Program planning, management; grantsmanship; staff supervision; planning, organizing, and delegating tasks; working coltions
laboratively and cooperatively with community organiza
t;
judgmen
sound
unds;
backgro
of
variety
a
from
als
individu
and
.
required
cation
communi
written
good oral and
The Head Start Director is responsible for directing the dayto-day administration and management of the Head Start pro.
gram providing services in partnership with school districts
y.
Kentuck
western
out
through
s
provider
care
child
and
,
colleges

010
Legal
Notice
Due to the
non-payment of
rent, a

PUBLIC
AUCTION
will be held on
Saturday
March 20th
at 9:00AM
AAA Ministorage

BUSY medical office
has opening for a parttime LPN, RN and NP.
Forward resume with
three references to:
1040-D
Box
P.O.
Murray, KY 42071

Interested persons may request an application from
the Murray Head Start office (270) 753-6031, and submit
to:

When accessing the
"help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom,
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com.
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website. not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

Units 48,48 & 112
020

BINGO
Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat of the month

Saturday Aprla Inds
Registration 530.451

Murray-Calloway County
Parks and Recreation
Part Time Workers(20-40.ihrs/wk)
$6.25 - $715 hr.

Trigg County Hospital is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:
• Registered Nurse - Full-Time/Non-Exempt,
Night Position, License to practice as a
Registered Nurse issued by the Kentucky
Board of Nursing.
• Sonographer/Radiologic Technologist Full-Time/Non-exempt. Vascular Ultrasound
capability required(RVT eligible), must be registered radiographer. CT capability preferred.

2008.
Applications must be received by April 17,

An Equal Opportunity Employer

• Director of Radiology - Full-Time/Exempt
Associate degree required; Bachelor's degree
preferred. Must possess ARRT registry and
Kentucky State Licensure.
• Physical 'Therapist or Physical Therapy
Assistant - PRN/Non-Exempt. Kentucky State

SEND RESUME TO:
Attn: Human Resources

NOTICE
nity:
The City et Murray has the following job opportu

POSITION: Telecommunications Officer
(Dispatcher for emergency services)
REQUIREMENTS TO APPLY:
• Must be a US citizen of at least 18 years of age

Co. Park

Lira:

NAILS Acrylic Full Set
$20.00 Fills $12.00
Uppercuts, 1104 Story
Ave., 753-2887
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities

DO you love working
with kids?
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be Just the place
for youl Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227

• High school diploma or GED
• No prior felony convictions
and KSP
• Must submit finger prints and criminal history to FBI
• Must pass psychological test
• Must pass polygraph test
• Must pass drug screen and physical
d, KY
• Mast be able to attend four week training in Richmon

Lost and Found
Found Female yellow
and
94W
ab
Butterworth Rd area
435-477-7, 293-4304
LOST: Female
▪ German Shepherd mix
puppy, 2 months old.
• has one spot on chest,
•„
Wal-mart parking lot
$200 Reward
• (317)507-7764

•trI

4.

060
Nolp Warded
ALL around person for
a very busy retail store.
telephone, retail sales,
customer service very
important, lifting or
moving heavy obiects.
computer/office skills.
HS degree, resume
required. (270)7594979 CaN for appt.

BARTENDER, DAY
SHIFT 641 Club in
Puryear, Tennessee
Good pay for Me right

person. 4 or 5 days a
week. Must be neat in
Bring
appearance
resume in person 11-6
731-644-3796

• BUSY medical office
t has opening for a full
t time LPN and NP
t Forward resume to
P0 Box 1040-G
Murray. KY 42071

DEPARTMENT: Police Department
SALARY RANGE: Minimum $10.07 per hour
(depending on experience) with full benefits.

Yard
and
Dnver
Position. Well established company is taking applications for
area
Hardin
Applicants must be
hard
dependable,
working and relate well
customers
with
Seeking a dnver, for
local deliveries, with
class A CDL and forklift
driver for yard position
benefits
Excellent
Please send resumes
to. Lee Brick and
Block. PO Box 14
Hardin, KY 42046
needed
DRIVER
Class A COL a must
Minimum 2-yrs expen
once Local work for 3
months, OTR within
500 miles rest of year
Home every weekend
& some weeknights
(270)227-0872
FOUR Rivers Internal
Medicine, Paducah,
KY, seeking NP, excellent benefits Fax CV
resume to (270)444-

.
POSITION ADVERTISED IS FOR FULL TIME EMPLOYMENT
, life insurance,
City of Murray benefit package includes health insurance
days.
state retirement plan, wellness plan, sick vacation and personal
listed position
Job applications and full job description for the above
at 104 N. 5th
is available at the City Clerk's office located in City Hall
s concerning
Street. Murray. Kentucky 42071. If you have question
0330 ext.
this position. please contact the Personnel Office at 270-762rayky.gos and
103. Applications can be obtained on-line at www.mur
then mailed to 104 N. 5th Street, Murray. KY 42071.
March 31, 2008
Deadline for accepting applications 5:00 p.m. Monday,
t
Drug screening will be required of successful applican
.
Employer
ity
Opportun
Equal
an
is
The City of Murray
PLUMBER B. Full-

1,1 Morningstar
Murray, Kentucky
Morningstar Foods, a division of Dean Foods has
an immediate opening for a weekend Lab
Technician.
Successful candidates for a Lab Technician position with our facility
Must have the following minimum qualifications:

• Prefer BS Degree in Chemistry. Biology or
Math or related field or equivalent dairy lab work
expenence
• Candidates must have good vmtten and oral

communication skills, good mathematical skills.
excellent computer skills and team focused

8302
FULL OR PART time

housekeeping. Murray
Plaza Lodge Apply in
person after 7 OOPM
only
HELP wanted front
desk and housekeep
wig. Apply in person at
Super 8, gam-3pm

KIDZTOWN Academy
is looking for someone
full of energy and
enthusiasm to help our
preschool class get
ready for kindergarten
Call 761-5439 or come
by Whitnell to apply
Experience is preferred

Must have the
• To adjust to high and low temperature environments and be able to lift medium to heavy matenals
• To work 6:00 AM - 6:30 PM Saturday. Sunday
and Monday and 6:00 AM - 10:00 AM Tuesday
Interested applicants may apply at the Office of
Employment and Training, 319 South 7th Street.
Mayfield Kentucky. or at the Murray Career
Center. 208 S Sth Street. Murray. Kentucky
Morningstar Foods offers an excellent benefits
package with a competitive salary
Morningstar Foods is an
Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer.
MN

Trigg County Hospital
P.O. Box 312, Cadiz, KY 42211
Applications aiailahle online:
www.trigghospitatorg
Udi I /r11011 L1,11 t

time, benefits High
school graduate Two
years general plumbing and mechanical
maintenance expenence required. Able to
perform mechanical
maintenance, installation, repair to variety
of rotating equipment
arid associated parts
Salary $9.47 per hour
Apply at: Human
Resources, Murray
State University, 404
Sparks Hall, Murray.
KY 42071-3312
Women/minorities
encouraged to apply.
EEO, M/F/D, AA
employer.
OTR drivers needed
wages
Competitive
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR

Clean
experience.
MVR.(800)488-6087
MODELS
ROLE
you
WANTED DO
good social
have
skiffs/ Are you organ
'zed' Do you have a
attitude?
positive
Would you like to get
paid for teaching
modeling those skills to
others? If so, our local
direct support agency
has professional positions available right
now. Part time and Full
time, all shifts. Please
call (270)767-1543 for
more information Of 10
schedule an interview

f

NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply

In person at Sonic
Drive-in, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.

This position requires
your involvement in all
levels of the supply
chain. Essential functions include obtaining
materials at the lowest CLEANING houses. 20
cost while considering years experience. 270quality, reliability of 759-9553
sources and urgency
of delivery. As the successful candidate you
Computers
will work with the
r
Schedule
Production
MDM COMPUTERS
to bring in product in
Service/Sales
Support of lean manuRepairs/Upgrades
facturing_ Additionally.
759.3556
you will interview vendors, select suppliers,
develop RFD's, study
Wont to Buy
market trends and analyze quotes.
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
have
must
es
Candidat
5+ years of purchasing
experience. BUYING
and
Electronics purchasing Junk cars, trucks
and MRP knowledge is tractors 436-5235
a plus. Strong commu- BUYING old US Coln
nication and computer collections. Paying
skills are required.
Blue Book value. 293-

Licensure.

Murray Calliovray
RELAY FOR

SPORTABLE
Scoreboards has an
immediate opening for
a Purchasing/Logistics
Agent

The Murray-Calloway County Parks is hiring
part time workers for 20-40 hours per week.
Must be available to work weekends and holidays. Pay will depend on experience and skills.
Employee must possess a valid KY drivers
license. Applications are available at the park
office at 900 Payne Street between 8:00 a.m.4:00 p.m., Monday-Fnday.

Murray Head Start
208 S. 13th Street
Murray, KY 42071

DISCLAIMER

1502 Diuguid Dr.

Help Wanted

HEAD START DIRECTOR
ary
Master's Degree in Early Childhood Education, Element
or
tration
Adminis
Services
Human
Work,
Education, Social
Educational Administration preferred.

kelp Waged

Help Wanted

The Murray Board of Education is seeking qualified
applicants for the following position:

SHERIFF'S SALE

060

060

r

TRIGG*COUNTY

Sportable Scoreboards
offers competitive benefits and wages commensurate with experience. it you are a
dynamic "outside the
box" thinker, who
thrives in a fast paced
environment, submit
your resume to:
pla recruiting@ scorebsiarcl_tcom or mail to:
Resources,
Human
106 Max Hurt Drive.
Murray KY 42071.

6999
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods. 519 S. 12th.
Murray.

SCRAP
CARS
Prompt Pick-up
Key Auto Parts
753-5500

HOSPITAL

IMMEDIATE
OPENING
Full-time Press Operator:
Goss Community press.
Must be able to work
early morning hours.
Pay based on experience.

a
for
LOOKING
Summer job? Come
on our crew on the
Kenlake
at
water
Marina. Cindy's On
The Barge, hiring full
and part-time waitresses and grill cooks.
Must work weekends.
Ask for Mike or Cathy
(270)474-2245

Please No Phone Calls
Now hiring an outgoing, energetic individual with a background in outside sales to
service existing clients and expand advertiser base for new regional publication.
Individual must possess excellent oral, written and interpersonal communication skill"
and be goal oriented.
This full-time position includes health &
dental benefits, paid vacation, and salary
plus commission. Salary will be based on
experience.
Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

ArtIdes
For Sato
12X24 lofted, storage
with front
building
new
like
porch,
$3,500. (270)492-8222
/27(1)2Q-1 7531

\‘‘
12111

)1

I:;

11l IM 11. K1 12071
1:2701 T53-7113

e

Savings!

e
e
e
e
e

subscribe to the
MURR AY

LEDGEH&TIMES

1
1

Local Mail
Home Delivery
(Callous
3 ono. ....--$28.00
$33.00
3 mo.
-$52.50
6 mo.
$60.00
6 mo.
$99.00
1 1 yr.
$104.00
1 yr.
Rest of KY/TN

All Other Mail

I PYrVrif A Ilurhan441,

Subscriptions
$75.00
3 mo.
$96.00
6 mo.
—5145.00
1 yr.

3 ma
6 mo...--.—...$90.011
1
1
I Check
1
1

Money Order

Visa

Name

I St Address

1

City_

1 State

Check us out
on the Web!

150

\.-:111)th)
lit 11 \G GOLD
:11.\

'Paid Holiday, and \ avation.
'Health & dental plan, a\ allahle.

Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
, Murray, KY

WASTE oil: Will pick
up used motor oil
Drum exchange. MOF
270-436-2215

_

Zip

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to.
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 49071
Or call (270) 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

1/3 • 1 riday. %larch 28, 2808

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
sos Diuguld Drive • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800.545-1833 - Ext. 283
us Jiad I aat, hcdfixttli Apartments
Central lic.“ And Air
\kk.eptinit
I Mice flours 8 a.m. - 12 pail.ic
3
1 p.m. to 1 p.m.

0

Main
For fide
1995 EZ GO Golf cart.
excellent
condition.
435-4318
30 gal octagon fish
lank with stand 5100.
Troy-Built
chipper
shredder, $50 7530089
600 mines commercial
ice maker with bin,
$700" 753-9455 before
2prn.' 227-8564 after
2PfTI
BAKERS rack, large
imported
peweler.
Italian marble insert,
$500 Dinning tablefour chairs, side table.
white wood. $250.
Outdoor round glass
top table four chairs all
metal, umbrella, cushions w storage box,
$300 761-3764
Caning
CHAIR
Shemwelts Antiques
492-8308
GRAPHITE,
Tour
Edge. women's woods.
Inver, 3 and 5 Like
new $70
HO Televisions
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HO televisions
f if screen Plasma I
LCDs Rear Protection
.iisu
LG
Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony We
i,cive a large selection
'it entertainment centor, PS TV carts
tioasiey Antenna &
Satellite 759-0901
KR Keith s Lawn and
Tractor
Parts and
service 759-9831
SATELLITE System
FREE
(,et a 4 room FREE
F NEE DVR or HO
upgrade.. FREE 6
months el HO WO664-40
0,,itrming
i,virade Get months 3
FREE
if HBO &
C inemax
Programming starts at
529 99 per mo •$5 00
for local networks Call
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite for more into
'51 0901 or loll free
F17,'-455 0901
USE 0 snare drum and
tkiii kit Great for Stu
lei I
starting band
iiiave $500 will take

11E:1Appieness

I

LARGE
SELECTION
USW APPLIANCES
WARD t UNIONS

(270) 753-1713
160
1401111. Furnishings

COFFEE table. 2 end
tables
bookcaseshaker style MI wood.
as new condition $125
Sege green microfiber
kiAce seat as new $65
Lwgi oak rocker. $75
Deese garotte glider
$65 8734354 9781324

Now!furniture?
We sell new A used

MAIN ST.
FURNISHINGS
1407 Main

761-7653
bed
all bedding
1250(270)970-0029
KING

We

iirrC10001

L
I

1995
16x60
Fleetwood. 2 BR I BA,
fresh paint and wallpaper. $9,000 293-7942
2000 Legend 16x82,
3BR. 2BA, like new.
(270)489-2525
3 BR, 2 BA. Ali the
extras Sunroom, back
porch, deck, large carport. nice bug storage
building with loft You
have to see to appreciate We would like you
to see It 1500 Coach
Estate E-16 293-2496
293-2497
CHEAPER than rent!
Excellent
condition
2002 Fleetwood 16x60
2 BR 2 BA, already set
up on rented acreage
in quiet country setting
Ready to move into
Just take our payments
of $297 per month Call
(270)293-0486
Hewn For Mat
FOR rent 2BR trailer
unfurnished,
appli
ances included, local
ed Old Shiloh Rd $300
per
month,
plus
deposit 227-2335
For Awl
I & 2 bdr arils No
pets Leave a message 270-753-1970
1 Bedroom apartment,
clean and nice, all
appliances including
W/D No pets
(270)436-5496
I OR 2br apts near
downtown
Murray
starting at $200/mo
753-4109

2I3R duplex. nice.
CA-4/A, appliances banished. Venous locations. Coleman RE
753-91N
28RJI 38R apartments
evadable Great location 1 year lease 1
month deposit. no
pets. 753-2905
3 & 4 BR townhouses
5630-900 per month
No pets
Includes
wash•r dryer.
overVstove dishwasher and refrigerater.
CfH/A Utilities not
included Meadowlark
Townhouses.
(270)3484456

man. 28A Mitilibis
now.
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9691
1 5 BA duplex
CALA
appliances
Coleman RE 753-9e9e

IMMO Psi Isle

UOUNDATION Sale
Al 2006 Hornet Must
On,
Unbeilievabi• Deals
Save
Orvy 4 volt
Thousands" Call now
'11 584 9429

16.00 2 BR 2 BA
$:960 down $435 per
Awl SS Jessica En
Sonn.s
Brody.
Principal &OIL* MOT?,

'983feernore 1400
7BA is BA LP pull
:itiut Recent CI SI 753.
S8 703-5104, leave

.3

Wrelle•911

For Rent

DOG Obedience
436-2858
Registered CKC mineture Dachund puppies
293-1790

MORGAN mare, excel
lent trail horse, easy
keeper, sound, gentle,
14.1 hands, perfect for
4-H bay $800 Call
(270)293-0486
TURKEY (5). hens W.
tom $15 each Ducks
(16), $15 each Geese
(9) $20 each Rooster
$5 each All two years
cad (2701474-0727
Ni•t•it In ....II iiipur

I'iiii I,/if Cisf?
Coil us use will be
glad to help.
Murray Ledger I 71met
270-753-1916

2BR. 1BA, house in
country, CIGA. appliances
$500
mo
Coleman RE 753-9898
3 BR. 1 BA, brick
house, carport/storage
shed. No pets. 4n-ii
from town Farm environment
$550-mo
753-8848
before 8.00pm.
4 BR 2 BA house for
rent, C/H/A near university, water furnished.(270)752-1178
Exceptionally nice 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
with large family room
2 car garage Large
fenced yard and all
appliances Located in
a wonderful Oaks
Country Club neighborhood
Available
May 1, 2008 5900/mo
(270)759-5885
or
(270)293-7085

RELAY FOR LIFE
YARD/BAKE
SALE
INDEPENDENCE
HOME
PHARMACY
1306 S 12TH ST.
.46ccrosta from °won
Taykar Ctrevroimt
Yummy baked
goods! Lots of great
bargains, All
proceeds to go to
Relay For Life

LARGE
YARD SALE
1458

BOGGESS DR.
SATURDAY
MARCH 29TH
Just off 464 in Almo
Furniture, tools.
mowers
collectibles.
dump truck, too
much to list

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU 520-50
753-7668

eIrTRA nice targeTillse
new. 28R 2 Bath. ww
carpet appliances
ainvost new $595/mo
1410.8 Hillwood 7533018
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications tor 1 & 2bf um%
Rent based on income
Mobley
impairment
accessible
Phone
492-8721
Mon &
Thum
I0-12wn TOO No
I-1004414058 Email
"OuSing OPPOMMIty.
NEM university. Nits
now. largo MIK CitV&
low uellbes. WO*
What you've been
for
wring
1440mo .dep
971,0913

LOG CABIN
ONLY $69,900
Lake Access
W/FREE Boat Slips
Own the dream! New
2128 sf log cabin pkg
at spectacular 160.000
acre recreational lake'
Paved rd. u/g utils
excellent financing
Call now 1 -800-704 3154. x 1766
Lots For See
57 acres on both sides
of Brooks Chapel Rd
Will sale in tracts, for
more info Call 270
293-3382

1

1131
14omes FP SW

"OWNER FINANCE•'
No credit check. private 3bed. 2bath home
in secluded area near
lake. Recently remodeled including paint,
updated electrical &
plumbing
127
Tearose. Hamlin, KY
$4.900 Down. S595
mo. Call Ruth 7532222
BY Owner- Brick 38R.
28A, new paint, carpet, full walkout basement, C/H/A. new well
pump, storm windows,
2 car garage. deck, 1
acre land with mature
trees, Charlie Miller
Rd., minutes from
Murray off 641 North
$87.500.(270)7537549 or (586)7646477
3-BEDROOM. 1-bath.
1323 Sq-ft. Brick
home on 1/2-acre
1609 Belmont. Murray
Seller relocating One
Car Garage. Fenced
Backyard. Original
Hardwood,
Completely remodeled
on the inside 597.000
270-978-0088 270205-0794

FOR-SALE 3-bedroom, 1-bath,
1200/Sci-ft. Brick home
on 1 -1/4 acres, 4424
641-North CHA,
Appliances, Carport,
Small Greenhouse,
Large Fenced
Backyard, Circle Drive,
Patio, 2floom
Workshop, Small
Barn-Outbuilding,
Tractor Carport,
Chicken Coop,
Storage & Tool Shed
$89.900 615-8047444

NOM INSVRANa
753-3500
McKinney
Ins. Services
100 N. 5th

SARATOGA II. New
brick home, 4BR. 31/2BA. LA, OR,
Kitchen. Sun-room, tile
& hardwood. 3.250-sq.
ft $349,000 293-2582

lioloreydes&ATY's
2006 250 Yamaha Dirt
Bike S3 400 7537192 2932618

My 90 year old
Aunt's Car For sale

Ose Owner Only

753-3853
GARAGE SALE
All sires to
fit your nee&
Located by
Frown radio station
7g

97 9-

61

G& C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
1191 M
12701 7530. bt
Cell 12701293-4183
9 a m -4pm MI

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St Rt 121S
Murray. KY 42071

802
MEADOW LN.
SATURDAY
MARCH 29TH

Now renting

Loused s 720 S 46 St

clothes, tires toys
and more!

MOVING SALE
COACHES
ESTATE E16
MARCH 28
THRU
APRIL 1
Furniture_ clothes,
linens. xmas
decor Rainbow
vacum cleaner 100
much to fist

270-436-54%
270-293-6906
Lind
MURRAY Store and
Lock presently has
units available 7532905 or 753-7536
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•insede climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe $ clean
-We sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauts
753-9600

(270)227-0762
2005 Toyota Tundra SR5
Access Cab 4Dr
$19,900
Mint condition and extra clean.
Low mileage 22.300
•V8 Automatic 'AM/FM/CD
•Bedliner 'Cruise
'Power Windows/Locks
Call 753-0913 after 5pm

7:00-NOON

270453-5562

MI.RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

Call Buddy at

Household items.

OPEN HOUSE
SAT.
1-4PM
2 or 3 BR,2 BA
on I.acre Must
see remodeled
intenor Under
$40,000 wi ownr,
financing possibri
878 Osborne Ro
Take 121 S to
Shoemaker Rd
to Osborne

2 BR 1 BA home in
county 550.000- 7614289

Flint or LAWN

to Sport!
TOBACCO ground
approx 10 5 acres
highly productive land
water available close
by (270)489-2116

166
aisavame Ata Wean
real "Lailr mtarrirm1 haram6
646nt hi tair fedrrat
ilkArortg 4.1 611.6
r. ad.ortmr an Fm 6 •

lBR
)3A
home on I s'arcs
I t991 Si f-1 with
new hardwood floon,
k arpet appliarkes
Horse (alit potential
SI 540 00000
saw crrat1sqirnflt'.-

Worts" t.lor.•beam

(all
42.701
7111 --1166

friar killutation u4.••/WIte,

es, Nomad on in mint
COMMERCIAL ware
house space available
for reritilease Appx
16,000 sq ft. 3 loading
docks, 2 over head
ground level doors
Contact
Robert
(270)7614612

OFFICE or awl specs
svsloble. Primo
lion. 753-2606.
T1S3-21106. 2931010
MILSemplis
AKC Bow puppies
Fawns amts.+.
Whiles (27)354-6337

&ewe
port W•
i, •roam
iin,i Manna
non r. male am 666 ramrt
illtatahaft. 1w .11•01"11a
sher tdrii. imamd dianWalasear

m lair, moil at allversimi
al all emir bawd all boon
dklibhos hi thaw orcisninl
undrv *dna liw
hrit 641 krammil, acurpt am
ahratmanit kw teal ralaar 'atm+
ral anlation thr law Alt
art aarreM If•VMed
f7d1614artan
at
aratialt4r on an awal
wri
Far naskat ariwuni sie
tiosesig Mverwriv nystata
mrret6 medial %AA mamet
.46 in
Rear r %I, a,

C;

2 BR I BA- Tn City
535.000 761-4558
4 BR.3BA. 2200 sq ft_
brick
home
in
Canterbury
Subdivision 5188.000
293-8210 leave rives
sage
REDUCED
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage. sestet
front lot with trees
storage shed floating
boat dock concrete
boat
ramp
Call
1248.500 00
753-2905 or 293-8595

-One order. One check,
One smart move! Save
time and money by
making one call to place
a 25-word classified in
70 Kentucky newspapers for only $250. For
more information, conclassified
tact
the
department of this
newspaper Of call KPS
1-502-223-8821

•Daniel Boone Log
1 \1 \ 11 !MAI I
1)1 I', I HI III I ' Home
Auction
Louisville, KY- Sun ,
April 20th 26 new log
www.i.reatis vprop- home packages to be
iuctioned Take delivery
eityselvers.cern
.p to one year Package
127017bl-110\IF
ocludes sub-floor, logs,
windows, doors, rafters,
NEW brick home,
roofing, etc Call 1-800Saratoga Springs I,
766-9474.
3BR, 3BA, LR, OR,
Kitchen Sun-room,
BOATING
2.950 sq ft heated
•New
House
Boat and
5289,000 293-2582
Covered Slips for rentNEW construction. lust Special pncing. Mitchell
finished 141 Blissful Creek Marina- Dale
View. Saratoga II Up Hollow Lake, Tn 866scale home. 4-BR. 2 533-1842 WWWmdchellBA.(270)804-1655
creekmanna.com

garage kept. 11,500 miles.
•All Size Units
Available
'Now Have
Climate Control

without
*Divorce
Children
$85 00,
Divorce with children
$9500 With FREE
name change documents (wife only) and
marital
settlement
agreement Fast easy
and professional Call 1888-789-0198

AUCTIONS

Like new, 2003 Buick LaSabre
4-dr, custom with leather

2
BR
duplex.
washer/dryer. C/H/A
1 2 3 BR apartments
753-0606
753-1252
761-3694

2
--BR duplex,- 213k.
garage No pets. 7537457 or 227-3054

[
121
14omps For Isis
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Near University. two
room furnished apt
Ground floor, range
refrigerator, shower I
tub water furnished
$200 deposit, $210
mo
Mon-Sat
227-5006
9am-5pm.
NOW LEASING
1, 2 8, 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOO #1-800-648-6056
SMALL IBR nonsmoking apt upstairs,
water paid, available
now, no pets
5260/mo 753-5980

2 BR apartment for
rent (270(227-7951.

2-BR duplex apartment, CA-VA. W/D, furnoshed and lawn rhaint
No pats. i r lease
$4501moi$350oaposa
Call
304B S 6th
(815)907-4955.

LdePfogee,

Psis& Webs

=147

S BA

Tractors 7000 Ford,
73P Cam 753-0313

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
UrstStali Fr Nut

112 BR apts, 1-year
0,4! MMIL90.
its. CIS
Handel North Apt*
753-7559
1BR, 411-1,2 S tah
St. $265/mo security 474-2520

2 BR 2 BA.
Wahser/Dryer furnished, cable & water
Pd $550 per mo 7591509 753-2225

Murray Ledger & Times

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
•All Cash Vending!
Incredible
Income
Opportunity'
Candy,
Gumball, Snack. Soda
Minimum
$4K-10K
investment required
quality
Excellent
machines We can save
you $U 800-961-6147
BUSINESS
SERVICES
• Attention
Homeowners Display
comes wanted for vinyl
siding,
replacement
windows, roofs. Low
monthly
payments.
Guaranteed financing
No
payment
until
lanuary 2009 Call 1800-251-0843
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
•SAWMILLS
FROM
ONLY
52.990.00-Convert your LOGS TO
VALUABLE LUMBER
with your own Norwood
portable band sawmill
Log skidders also available.
~iv no:woodsawmills.comi3OON FREE information: 1800-578-1363-Ext:300N.

TRAINING
-Want to be a journal- •CDL
ist' It you want to work Choose from over 20
Excellent
in the fascinating and Carriers
Health,
fulfilling field of print Benefits)ournalism, we can Dental & 401K Prehelp The Kentucky approval for financing,
Press Association is employment applicaoffering a one-week tions and enrollment in
Journalism Boot Camp. as fittle as 60 Minutes
July 7-11, in Frankfort
www tatcd1 corn 1-866TRUCK
Training is excellent for 244-3644
entry-level newspaper AMERICA TRAINING
reporters reporters-to•DriverBynum
be or free-lancers The
Qualified
Transport$100
for
onecost is
drivers needed for
week of print journalism
Regional 8 OTR positraining
Participants
Food
grade
tions.
can commute or will
tanker. no hazmat or
find affordable lodging
pumps, great benefits.
nearby. For more inforcompetitive pay, new
mation,
go
to
equipment. 866-GOor
WWW kypress com
BYNUM Need 2 years
call the Kentucky Press
experience.
at
Association
(502)223-8821
Knight
-DriverTransportation HOME
Indianapolis, IN. "March
IMPROVEMENT
Madness' Join Knights
-LOG CABIN SIDING "Indy Team". We're
Make any home or slam dunkin miles.
mobile home a log Daily pay; weekly home
home with LOG CABIN time: Med. Vision,
SIDING! POPLAR TAG Dental, 401K. 4 Months
FLOORING, BEADED OTR Required. 888CEILING www.graham- 346-4639, Owner Ops:
Iumber.com 1-877-845- 8 0 0 - 4 3 7 - 5 9 0 7 .
www.knughttrans.com
9663
INSTRUCTIONAL
*Attend College Online
from home. 'Medical,
'Business, •Paralegal.
'Computers. 'Criminal
Justice. Job placement
assistance. Computer
available. Financial Aid
if qualified. Call 86E8 5 8 - 2 1 2 1
www.onlineTidewaterTe
ch.corn
*Can you dig it? Heavy
equipment school. 3wk
training
program.
Backhoes, Bulldozers,
Trackhoes. Local lob
placement asst Start
digging dirt Toll-Free:
866-362-6497

*Drivers: ASAP! SignOn Bonus 35-42 cpm.
Earn over $1000 weekly. Excellent benefits.
Need CDL-A and 3 mos
recent OTR 800-5358669
-Drivers- CDL-A. The
grass is greener at PTL
WelcomeStudents
Excellent training program. Co. Drivers earn
up to 46 CPM. Owner,
Operators earn 1.21.
CPM 22 yrs of age, 12.
mos OTR. No force
Northeast! Co. Driver
call: 800-848-0405,
Operators Call: 877774-3533
www.ptfInC.001T1

-HEAVY EQUIPMENT -Drivers - Great Home
OPERATOR TRAINING Time & Pay! Company
Train NOW for SPRING or Lease Purchase.
Hiring! State Training Health. Vision & Dental.
Dollars available to Direct Deposit. CDL-A
Qualified Applicants. and 3 Mos. Experience
Assistance with Job Req'd. 800-441-4271
Placement.' ext. KY-100
www.amhet.corn 1-866Immediate
280-5836 AMERICAN -DriversHEAVY EQUIPMENT openings for Regional &
OTR drivers, CDL-A
TRAINING
IN/tanker
req'd.
LIVESTOCK/LIVEPremium pay & beneSTOCK FOR SALE
fits. Call 877-484-3061
*Central
Kentucky or visit us at wwwoakMulti-Breed Bull Sale, leytransportcom
Friday, March 28, 2008.
7 00
PM
Marion
County Fairgrounds. 30
Bulls. Angus. Charolais,
Sommental 50 Open
Heifers, 20 First Call
Pairs. (270)692-7793

*Drivers. Run between
Kentucky
and
California. Must have 3
years verifiable driving
experience
General
freight. New equipment.
Benefits. Call 1-800865-3074

MEDICAL
Drivers
-Absolutely no cost to -Flatbed
you!' All Brand New Competitive Pay &
Consistent
Power
Wheelchairs, Bonuses
HELP WANTED
hospital
beds and home time, great bene-Home-Based Internet scooters
Immediate fits Accepting recent
Flexible delivery Call Toll Free grads 23 YO, lyr OTR,
business
hours
Earn $500- 1-888-998-4111 to qual- CDL-A
Smithway
PT ify
$1000,month
Motor Xpress 888-619FT
$2.000-55000+
7607 vn•nv smxc corn
REAL ESTATE
Start while keeping your
-Guaranteed
Weekly
current lob
FREE *LOG
753-3500
only
CABIN
Check
McKinney
details www k348 corn $69.900 Lake Access Settlement
Join Wil-Trans Lease
Ins. Services
• Manufacturing with FREE Boat slips Operator Program Get
100 N. 5th
Engineer, EBA&D Co Own the dream, New the benefits of being a
(Ensign -Bickford 2.128 sf log cabin pack- lease operator without
2007 CRF 450R very
Defense age at spectacular any of the risk 888good condon. some Aerospace &
160,000 acre recreextras.
$4.200. Company) has two new ational lake' Paved 229-8712 Must be 23
full
time
Manufacturing
(270)293-4439
-No
Truck
Driver
Mechanical road, uig utilities, exceland
2006 BMW R1200 RT.
Experience NeededEngineer positions If lent financing Call now
heated handguns and
1-800-704-3154, x1758 No Problem MI-Trans
seats, burgundy, 8 500 interested please subTrucking will teach you
resume
to
miles $15 500. Call mit
TRAVEL
how to dnve Company
or
emp eba -d com
436-6061
Sponsored
C DL
mail to •DESTIN FORT WALvia
send
Training Be OTR in
EBA&D, Stale Route TON BEACH, SOUTH
Auto Ports
PANAMA One Week 888-428KY WALTON
175,
Graham
6374 Must be 23
42344 EBA&D is a CITY & PORT ST JOE
$120 Million aerospace FLORIDA Best selec
-Want home weekly
and defense prime con- lion of beach cottages
with more pay', Run
tractor to maior primes homes & condos On- Heartland's
Ohio
Reservations
We are 350 people line
Regional'
$ 45/mile
strong and growing We WWW SouthemResorts company drivers $1 32
offer excellent benefits corn 800 737 2322
for
Operators!
12
and outstanding commonths OTR required
TRUCK DRIVERS
pensation for those who
Heartland Express 1HELP WANTED
excel in a participative
800 - 4 4 1 - 495 3
environment where sell •Attn Drivers HOME weeheartlandexmanagement and lead- WEEKENDS!
GET press COT
Chevy
Z71
Quad
02
ership is expected from PAID 40e PER MILE
Cab 147K $8.400
Tarp Pay & 6% Bonus'
00 Ford Lariat Quad everytxidy on the team
CDE-A & 6 mo flatbed
Cab $8.499
*Security No exp nec- exp reqd IN V T 80002 Flendezous $8.450
essary Will train with 246-6305 irony ',Mon 05 Equinox $9.789
pay. benefits Must be in line corn
02 Blazer $6.199
good physical condition
02 Grand Prix GT
with high school diplo- -Big Trucks = Big
$6.899
ma. under age 34 Wilt Bucks OTR/ Regional,
04 Tauras $5.999
Local Class-A COL
Van pay relocation 1-800Montana
00
Classes Delta Career 2005 Nissan Attima
282-1384
55 299
Academy
BBB 25 S one owner 4
C&K (270)705.5971
Accredited Mt Sterling door smoke metallic
anytime
exterior, dark gray 'MaKY 800-883-0171
wryee ckrnotorsky corn
nor Auto, recent tires
convenience package
LOW Cars
Esc
condition
80.500mi, 19 500mt-,
left on extended warNEED A VEHICLE?
ranty 59,500. (270t:
96 Mercury Mystique,
293-4091.
WINO. "..) a^.1"-,•.:,,sa • •
753-3500
I46,XXX miles, good
270-753-4461
McKinney
bros, stereo, and bat1991 Mercedes 190e
12th
Street
705
S
Ins. Services
tery, needs transmisneeds transmissioni:
Froancinq
On
100 N. 5th
sion. $500 293-9705
$600 obo. 435-4777;
Selected Vehicles
293-4304

1111111Alla

1111911111111101

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & Tunes

Postal Service to phase out vending machines

Van

Sint:8500nd

1996 Ford Windstar
van, great condition,
must sell. $2495 obc
270-767-9313

PARKSIDE
CARWASH
Handwash and vacum
starting at $12.50 on
cars and trucks Full
detail available
j270,970-7116

Wed Ducks
2005 Ford STX V-8 A./T
new Michelin tires,
$13,500. 1989 Ford
Bronco II XLT, 4WD,
NT, new paint and
tires, dnve anywhere,
$2,850. 873-4354 or
978-1324.
Bogs a Motors

'BOAT INSURANCE
753-3500
McKinney
Ins. Services
100 N. 5th
2001 19.5 ft. Charger
Bass Boat with 200 HP
Evinrude,
$11,900.
436-2906 or 293-9015.
1989
25'
Crest
Pontoon and trailer, 85
horsepower Mercury
motor. $4500 obo 7594560.

L&M
LAWN SERVICE
Mowing, Manicuring,
Landscaping &
Leaf Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed
753-1816 227-0611

CATHY'S
Wallpapenng,
Painting, Cleaning
270- 227-6606 731498-8904
NADEAU'S
Construction
*Flooring *Decks
*Vinyl siding *All
Home Improvements
(270)978-2111
Licensed/Insured
nadeauconstruction.net
CUSTOM Yard mowing, tnmming. years
experience. (270)8045890,(270)345-2511
DNJ HANDYMAN
We do all the odd jobs
you don't have time
for.
Painting, siding, roofdecks.
293-5438

FfitE.E
Scrap Appliances Old Winne
Metal Steno Windows 8 Doors
Scrap Metal Mowers &Tillers
farm E. so meM •Car Batteeles
270-293-5624

FUTRELL
MOBILE WASH

Since 1986
24 noun sanvica
Res., Corn.. & Ind.
Licensed St Insured
All jobs - big or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling. etc.
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
Out garages, gutters.
junk & tree work.
A-1 Stump Removal.
Fully insured. 4373044.
Al Joe's Mower repair.
Tune-up specials
Free pick-up/delivery
in Murray. 436-2867

Cleaning for
house, farm
equipment.
driveways. boats.
pontoons, concrete.
vinyl, fences, brick,
business fronts,
Motor homes,
campers, etc.
(270)759-1639
t2701293-3273
FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimming, removal,
stump grinding, firewood. Insured. 4892839.
GRAVEL, white rock,
sand delivered
(270)293-1924

ALL Carpentry, remod- HALL'S WASTE
eling, additions, sun- NIANAGEMEN-I
rooms, decks, mobile
home repair, rotten and • weekl) & speLial pickups
sagging floors. Larry • locally owned/operated
Nimmo 227-0587 753- 759-1151 • 293-2783
0353
293-2784
APPUANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

\

SPHA
itchell Bros.
Paving

Ohs', 40 oars C•11.1. r1111.11.
759-0501
753-1537

TRAVIS
ASPHALT
rasing. Sraleiniting
Hauling
10N1 "IR VS es

270-753-2279
BRANDON'S Outdoor
service
Mowing. yard cleanup. shrubs, bush hogging, tilling, mulch,
grading
C-(2701978-0543
after 6.00 (27014365277

C&C INIMi11011
& REISOBEUNI
Addrtions, Roofing,
Deck; & Horne Repair
270)753-1499
731) 247-5464
CA,
Care & Asphalt Seal
Coating
(270)437-4774
(270)293-0161
CONCRETE finishing.
driveways, sidewalks.
etc Call (270)7593229

METAL ROOFS

Der.,
Cowen
Rooting Systems
Vinyl Siding
Mae-Chase Stockwe.
759-1085 • 227-6238
MULCH double grade
We deliver
(270) 519-0442
MURRAY MOWING CO.
11%sre Omit, aid
frawinin NW"
-sa.aiad Alm*
Aires lariessam
Iowa
Cd 1w kw esinates:
0.701221-1S11

Hamilton Granite
& Marble
3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
IN ler Murdock • 2.01-17.12
t)isplas flours. it.00-1,30

JOE'S JOBS
Small hi iti.ehold
y aid uoil.
term
trictidIN
753-4344• 227-5
I andscaping
& lard Work
•N low ink •Planting
flowers & trees
•IC lean out sheds
•Hauling funk
436-523;
‘I I(
tl
I VW N SER%1(1

-53-86$2
227-0726
l' N1 TONI
I ‘N't (• %NV

270-436-55417
270-9714-2105
't ARE) 11( 11
[AWN 1RE
•Ckan ups Moving
.*raving onions la
Diusdriions liming
•Fertilizing

David's
Home
Improvement
Water Damaged Floors
Braces & Floor Joon
Remodel% a Plumbing
°awl Gaftenore, Owner
Wili Do Insurance Work
Yea S MasterCard Accepted

731-247-5422
270-293-2643
SMALL yards to mow
in Murray. Phone
(270)978-2504
THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
my of its employees
dccept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.
TRENCHING
731-782-3951
-91 136-528A

• Breakdowns of the aging
machines are increasing and
repair parts are no longer available.
• Vending stamp sales are
declining, service costs are
increasing and some machines
are generating less revenue than
the cost of their overhead.

A notice was posted on
machines, at least 30 days in
advance of removal, listing
nearby Postal Offices and other
locations where customers can
buy stamps.
During April and May, cashonly vending machines will be
removed from these postal loca-

•While many customers prefer the convenience of paying

by iacuu.IIne Bigar

4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;
1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Take a stand. Refuse to
get cornered in what could be an
situation.
uncomfortable
Understanding helps you relate
to a co-worker or someone you
deal with who might have closed
down. Tonight: In the whirlwind
of living.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** You might not be the
only one who feels as if they are
between a rock and a hard
place. Let go and relax. The best
way to release nervous energy is
activity.
physical
through
Tonight: Choose from active
entertainment, like dancing or
skating.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
** If you feel that you are
spending too much and/or working too hard to make ends meet,
try not to get too upset. An expert
might have a very different point
of view. Don't close down; try to
listen. Tonight: Think "economy."
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** Your ability to take a
passive role in hot situations
might be lessened. Before you
know it, you'll find that your temper is soaring. Know which
direction to point this energy or
how to use it constructively.
Tonight: Sort through your
options.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)

Tree
YEARRY'S
Service. Free estimates. Phone 4362562. 227-0267

D

ee Column

Jimmy needs a new
home Pan lab golden
color with gold eyes 3
years old house broken, neutered. loving
Has had an his shots
and will be tree to the
person
r,ght
Preferably a friend who
.ould play with him
Perhaps a young boy.
Call 767-9247 and
there is an answering
machine
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY $75.00
A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Need to fax

Check us out

your ad?

on the Web!

Our number is
270-753-1927

*** Know when to back off. If
you push a point too hard or find
yourself unable to let go of an
issue, look within. Anger could
be building without you realizing
it. Perhaps it is time for a talk and
some nurtunng. Tonight: Relax
at home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Timing works now.
With your innate creativity, you
easily could hit a home run.
Listen to a child who might say
something so simply that it takes
you aback. A male friend could
be pushy. Tonight: Allow more
frolicking.
UBRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
*** You might be pushed to do
something you realty don't want
to do. If you vanish, it will be
noticed. Trying to juggle your
needs with another's is difficult.
You will need to stay centered.
Do what you need to do to
achieve that state. Tonight:
Surrounded by a close friend or
two.

SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
**** You have a way of making a point by using your wit and
humor so that people scarcely
forget. Understand the possibilities. Return messages and
agree on some enticing plans.
Tonight: You don't need to go far.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
**** Think in terms of making
a difference. Decide which way
to go. Listen to someone's feelings before you decide that a situation is impossible. Use your
sense of timing in making a decision. Tonight: Your treat.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** You might want to
rethink plans, especially if you
find that a key person is more
hot under the collar than you
would like to deal with. Know
when to cut back and say no.
Remember, this is your day off
as well. Tonight: Act like the
world is your oyster.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
*** If you feel like backing off

and changing your plans, do.
You might need some private
time for yourself. Recharging
your energy might be absolutely
necessary. Think rather than act.
Fit in some healthy exercise.
Tonight: Easy does it.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20)
**** You might want to
rethink a decision more carefully.
especially if a close associate or
loved one is creating a lot of verbal uproar. Look at what you
want most, and zero in on just
that. You have what it takes.
Tonight: Make sure you have
company.
BORN TODAY
Retailer Sam Walton (1918),
British politician John Major
politician
Eugene
(1943),
Mc,carthy (9116)
**1
Jacqueline Bigar is on the
Internet at http://wwwjacquelinebigarcom.
(c) 2008 by King Features
Syndicate Inc.

Down Home
I would
like you to
think back
to those Sunday dinners
Grandat
ma's house. I
think
of
fresh sliced
tornatoes;
corn on the
cobb
straight
from
the
By Mr. Mom - garden and
Mark Anderson Grandma
Anderson's
Fried Chicken. We always had
fresh fruit pies with ice cream
or homemade ice cream. Remember those long times of turning
the crank and trying to get others to take your place. We have
given you some of our favorites.
hut we never can replace Grandma's.

Tried & True
Recipes

Grandma Anderson's Fried
Ch Jaen
By Avis Anderson
Salt and pepper. for seasoning
chicken
Crisco shortening, for frying
3 large eggs
1/3 cup buttermilk
2 cups self-rising un-bleached
flour
1 teaspoon fresh ground black
pepper
I (2 1/2 pound) chicken, cut

into pieces
Heat shortening in a cast iron
skillet to 350 degrees F.
Beat eggs with buttermilk in
a small bowl. In a shallow bowl,
season flour with pepper. Dip chicken pieces in egg mixture and then
coat well in flour mixture. Carefully add to hot shorten*.in batchneeisiary. 'place 'lid on top
of skillet, and fry until brown and
crisp. Remember that dark meat
requires a longer cooking time
about 14 minutes, compared to 10
minutes for white meat.
004

Tangy Broccoli Salad
By Great-Grandma McCarter
1 cup mayonnaise
2 tablespoons sugar
2 tablespoons apple cider vinegar
1 medium bunch broccoli, cut
into flowerets (about 6 cups)
4 cups loosely packed torn
spinach
1/2 cup thinly sliced red onion
1/4 cup bacon bits (reall
1/4 cup raisins (opt)
Mix dressing, sugar and vinegar in large bowl. Add remaining
ingredients; mix lightly. Refngerate 1 hour or more.
ONO

Scalloped Potatoes
By Reader
CIONe garlic. smashed
2 tablespoons unsalted butter
2 1/4 pounds potatoes
2 cups whipping cream

1 tablespoon kosher salt
Freshly ground black pepper
Pinch nutmeg
Preheat the oven to 350 degrees
F. Rub the garlic around the inside
of an 8 by 8 by 2-inch casserole
dish and let it dry. Reserve the
remaining garlic. Rub the butter
around the inside of the dish.
Reserve the remaining butter.
Peel and thinly slice the potatoes on a mandoline or vegetable
slicer (about 1/8-inch-thick slices).
In a medium saucepan, combine
the garlic, butter, potatoes, halfand-half, salt, pepper to taste, and
nutmeg. Bring to a boil. lower
the heat to medium-high, and cook,
stirring, until the mixture has thickened, about 5 minutes. Transfer
the mixture to the prepared dish.
Shake the pan so the potatoes are
distributed evenly. Bake the potatoes, basting occasionally. until
lightly browned and bubbly, about
1 hour. Remove from the oven
and let cool for 10 minutes before
serving.
I hope that we you will get
the children involved in the kitchen.,
because everyone needs to know.
how to cook. As my daughter said
"That's a keeper'. and Happy 50th
Birthday Joann. If you have a
recipe or need one e-mail us at
mrmommurray@bellsouth.net or
wnte Mr. Mom at Murray Ledger
& Times.

PREMIER NISSAN

•Yards
•Clean gutters
Pressure Washin

227-0929

tions: Albany, Barbourville, Paducah, Paintsville, Pewee
Beaver Dam, Bowling Green, Valley, Prestonsburg, Princeton,
Brandenburg,
Brownsville, Radcliff, Richmond, Salem,
Cadiz,
Calvert
City, Salyersville, Stanford, Stanton,
Catlettsburg,
Chandler, Taylorsville,
West
Waco,
Crestwood,
Elizabethtown,
Liberty.
Evansville Lawndale Station,
Today, Postal customers have
Fairdale, Flatwoods, Greenup,
Greenville,
Hartford, a wide range of quick, easy and
Henderson,
Henryville, convenient ways to buy postage
online
at
Hodgenville, Inez, Irvine, stamps
Jeffersonville,
Lebanon, www.usps.com, by phone, by
Leitchfield, Lexington (Liberty fax, by filling out a Stamp by
Road, Main Post Office, Post Mail order form available from
Rider),
Liberty,
Louisa, letter carriers and Post Offices,
Louisville (Beechmont, Hikes
at commercial retail establishPoint, Main Post Office,
ments, through banking and
Okolona, Standiford/Airport
credit
union ATMs. and at
Mail Facility), Manchester,
Automated
Postal Centers.
Mayfield,
Monticello,
Morganfield,
Morgantown, Stamps can also be obtained
Mount Vernon, Murray, New from your rural carrier, it you
Albany, Newburgh, Owensboro, are on a rural delivery route

Horoscope

%Sill muss

270)437-4407

*raw murrayledoer co

The
stamps
vending
machines are between seven and
20 years old, and all the
machines will eventually be
recycled.
Although it is not the case at
every office or location, some
machines had fewer than three
customers per month.

for
BIRTHDAY
HAPPY
Saturday, March 29, 2008:
This year, surprises head down
your path. You easily could
NEED HELP?
become an authority or leader in
Handyman Services.
your chosen field. Don't worry
All remodeling.
so much about a heavy sense of
No job too small.
responsibility and a need for
Free estimates.
(731)247-3001
more control. Understand that
(731)363-3511
you can only control yourself,
- and no one else. Often, family
members feel they need more of
Need a plumber?
your attention. A move or
Call Mark Fredrick change on the home front is
Licensed
more than possible. If you are
single, you might make some
Master Plumber
unusual adjustments once you
(270)978-1880
meet your sweetie. If you are
attached, you might not like the
PROFESSIONAL
dissension around you. Ask
serving
Massages
what your role is here,
Kentucky yourself
Western
counties. A profession- and change it. Remember, you
al massage in the com- are with the one you love.
fort of your home, by CAPRICORN shines the spotMr Terry McKenny, light on you.
LMT (270)804-6860 or
e-mail paducahmas- The Stars Show the Kind of
sage.com
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
ROOFING Free estimate (270)293-4020
(270)293-1924

Hill Electric

with a credit or debit card, the
vending machines accept cash
only. Retrofitting the machines
to accept credit cards is not feasible.

Ills
( %RI
Professionat
mowing, trimming.
landscape & mulchin(.
There are approximately 125
Best prices.
machines in 95 offices
vending
(270)243-6872
(270)293-6385
across the district. The decision
to remove the machines was
based on several factors:

ww..remiernissan.0

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell: 270-978-1007

The U.S. Postal Service will
stop selling stamps out of vending machines at Post Offices and
other retail locations in the
Kentuckiaria District by phasing out the units over the next
two years.

‘,vw..remiernissan.0

CommercialIResidential
Remodeling, Additions,
Repairs, Concrete & Roofing

LAWN Mowing. Free
estimates. Call Craig
Fox at 270-492-8156,
270-293-0034

-47

Nissan Versa
Hatchback

EST USA lose
/&•
S

E

Nissan Altima 2.5S

12,988*
Model *52268 Stk *8)31, 8151
AC, Tilt, Cruise, AM/FM, CD Player, Side Impace
Supplement Air Bag

Model *05718 Stk #8211.8252
Auto., AC, Tilt Wheel, AM/FM,CD Player, Side

Impact Supplement Air Bag, Cruise Control,
Power Windows, Power Locks
$21,380
MSRP
Factory Rebate -1,000
Premier Discount- 1,392

$13,950
- 750
Factory Rebate
Premier Discount -212
MSRP

92,988*
ii.114

98,988
4 • -cli "OS
-

2

•6

I./0.1r

3:=

Calhoon Construction. LLC
General Contracting
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COMICS/ FEATURES
Fondness for fur threatens
to smother marriage plans

6B • Friday, March 28, 2008

WMagliack
II years ago
Published is A picture ot new
MunoStateCniversityHeadhicskethall Coach IC% CSIC1 Anderson
greeting bill Rayburn. long-tune
Racer tan atter a press conference an the new Regional Special
Events Center announcing him as
coach. The photo was by Staff
Photographer Scott Wilson
Births reported include a buy
to Melissa and Kenneth McElroy,
•boy to Barbara and Scott V.!, rick.
a buy to Leticia and Gustav a Leon
and a gut to Jodie lloalsey arid
George Horan, March 25
20 years age
In the Kentucky National Forensic League District Speech Tournament at Morehead State University, Murray High School team
won first with 56 points and Calloway County High School team
won second with 55 points.
Published is a picture of Sandy
Linn, children's director at the
Calloway County Public Library.
dressed in A scrub suit from Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
talking about National Children
and Hospital Week during Story
How at the library.
30 years ago
Doug lutt of Murray Middle
School won the top prize in the
County -wide Spelling Bee Other
winners were Jon Billington. second. and Joey Ashley. third, both
from Murray Middle School Published is A picture of Tommy
Brown of Murray Theatres presenting prizes to the winners
Calloway ('.runty High School
Speech team won for the fifth
consecutive year the Regional
Speech lystisal at Murray State
Vnisersity MUM!) High School
Speedi leant won second. Also
the Callow ay County Middle
School Speech ream was the winner at Clic le.ti%J1

40 years ago
Airman Joseph R Hargruse. son
of Mr and Mrs James K HarDEAR ABBY: I recently
grove of Murray, has completed
in with my 41-yearmoved
air basic training at Amarillo Air
old fiance, 'Sean.' He's a great
Force Base, Texas.
guy, never married, no chilTwenty-one cases were heard
dren, and I love him dearly.
an the City of Murray Court held
I have discovered something
this week with City Judge William
disturbing about Scan. He has
H. (Jake) Dunn presiding
this "security fur' he can't part
Mrs.0C Wells and Mrs David
He
with.
Henry presented the program at a
told me he
meeting of the Home Department
has used it
of the Murray Woman's Club
SS years ago
since he was
The parents of children becomvery young
ing 6 years of age between Jan
and says that
I and De,. 1 I should have them
the feel of
registered for school and get examit calms him
inations at the Calloway County
down. HowSupt.
to
according
Center,
Health
ever,
W.Z. Carter of the Murray City
believe the
School System.
has
'fur'
Pfc. Larry Woodall. son of Mr.
other uses
and Mrs. Kenneth Woodall, is takBy Abigail
besides
ing pan in a major Atlantic Fleet
Van Buren
his
being
Amphibious Exercise off the coast
security blanket.
of North Carolina with the 2nd
Marine Division from Camp LeJeWhen I became upset about
line. N.C.
it, Sean hid it from me. He
Births reported at Murray Hosonly came clean (somewhat)
pital include a girl to Mr. and
after I told him I don't like
to
boy
a
and
Mrs. Bob Overbey
finding those pieces of fur. I
Mr. and Mrs lames Tucker.
have found them in his bed,
GO years ago
his robe pocket, in between
in
Murray paused on Good Frithe sofa cushions, etc. How
day, March 26, to pay reverent
can I break him of this 'habit'?
tribute to the Crucifixion of Christ
It makes me uncomfortable. and
of
celebration
as a prelude to the
I guess the truth is I'm someHis resurrection on Easter Sunwhat jealous of the darn thing.
day, March 28. The community
Besides, it reminds me of a
service is at 7 a.m. at the Murdead animal.
ray High School Athletic Field
with Rev. Samuel McKee. pastor
How can I get the fur out
of College Presbyterian Church, of both of our lives without
as speaker.
destroying our relationship and
The flag pole on the courtjeopardizing our upcoming marhouse square has been repaired
riage? -- FUR-IOUS IN PENNand given a new coat of paint
SYLVANIA
of
members
through the efforts of
DEAR FUR-IOUS: Over
the Murray Lions Club.
the years, I have received mail

Dear Abby

Todaylnillstory
I he Associated Press
is I tido. March 28. the
of 2008 There are 278
in the year
Highlight in History
on Starch 2X, 1979. Amen as w. fyicommit:1AI nuclear ACCI dens occurred inside the I nit 2
reactor at the Three Mile Island
n. Pa
plant 111C Al Al
On this date
In 1104. the U S Senate voted
to censure President Jackson for
the rein's al of federal deposits

By
today
Xxth day
days left

.

from the Bank of the United
States
In 1854. during the Crimean
War. Britain and France declared
war on Russia
In 1898. the Supreme Court
ruled in Ututed States v Wong
Kim Ark that a child horn in the
United States to Chinese immigrants was a U S citizen
In 19.1(). the names of the Turkish cities of C'onstantinople and
Angora were changed to Istanbul
and Ankara

Ell I_ CI NI CII E04-1

front more than a few readers who have told me they
still have remnants of their baby
blankets they're unable to part
with -- and that touching the
fabric calms them when they're
agitated. However, because you
suspect that your fiance may
use the fur for 'other things,'
it is important that you be
clear on exactly what they are
before you marry him.
My advice is to have a
frank, nonthreatening chat with
Sean -- in the presence of a
marriage counselor, if necessary -- and get to the bottom
of it. If Sean has a fur fetish
-- and by that I mean he needs
it for arousal -- you will have
to decide if this "kink' is
something you can live with.
•••

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 45year-old man with a dilemma.
Two years ago, I met a wonderful 22-year-old woman who
has a terrible eating disorder.
Over the last two years she
has been hospitalized probably 18 months out of 24. Many
people have come into her life
and promised to be her friend.
and all of them have given
up on her as her parents have.
There was a time when I
didn't miss a day of visiting
her, sometimes driving an hour
and a half one way. I was the
only person going there and
bringing her what she needed
or wanted. What started as a
friendship turned into a relationship. We love each other
very much.
The age difference is a problem to some people -- the
same ones who at one time
didn't care enough to visit
when she needed them the most.
In 1939, the Spanish Civil War
They say she won't live past
effectively ended as Madrid fell
the age of 25 because of the
to the forces of Francisco Frandamage she has done to her
co
body.
In 1941. novelist and critic
The short periods of time
Virginia Woolf died in Lewes.
England
she has been out of the hosIn 1942. during World War II.
pital we have traveled across
Bntish naval forces raided the Nazithe U.S. on little trips. She loved
occupied French port of St. Nazatre
it, and so did I. All I want
in Operation Chariot.
to do is make sure she enjoys
In 1958, W.C. Handy, the
what life she has left. I believe
-Father of the Blues,- died in
doing the nght thing. What
I'm
New York at age 84.
do you think? -- IN LOVE
IN IT PAUL
DtXt INLtt
ladyfnend may be young, but
you are both adults. Time is
precious, and you should enjoy
as much of it as you can
together.
Also, unless you were told
by her physician that she has
only a short time to live, you
shouldn't dwell too much on
how long she has left. Happiness can be a great healer.
and she could surprise everyone.
•••
Dear AM) is written by
Abigail Van Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and IA as founded by her mother, Pauline Phillips.

Murray Ledger & Times

Try home remedies
for neuropathy
DEAR DR- GCrIT: I have
received information from a fnend
that you have a theory that spraying nitroglycerin on the hands and
feet of a neuropaday patient may
be of some help. I'd like to know
where I can get this spray
My hushas
band
peripheral
neuropathy.
He is not diabetic. and the
pain is mild.
He needs a
cane to keep
his balance
when walking
and is losing
in
function
his hands. In
By
Dr. Peter Gott November
2006. he was
in the hospital for treatment with
massive IV steroids and IV
irnmunoglobulin. Each treatment
lasted four hours. Unfortunately,
they made him very sick, and he
was forced to stop.
We are willing to try anything
to improve the function of his
hands. Where can I get nitroglycerin spray for him?
DEAR READERS: Nitroglycenn is a prescription medication.
Most pharmacies carry it, but
without physician approval, you
can't buy it. Speak with your husband's neurologist about this
option.
He may also wish to try prescription Neurontin. which has
been proven useful in lessening
the pain of neuropathy.
A final option is Vicks VapoRub
or similar store brands. Many of
my readers have had amazing success by simply rubbing the product on the affected areas two to
throe times a day. It is inexpensive, safe, easy, and, best of all,

Dr. Gott

doesn't require a prescnption. I recommend your husband give this
a try first and move onto the
other options should it not work.
To give you related information. I am sending you a copy
of my Health Report "Dr. Gait's
Compelling Home Remedies"
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 22year-old niece has a ternble problem that I'm hoping you can help
me with. She has not washed her
hair in about a year It is maned
together. She wears it in a ponytail with a scarf over that. No
air can get to her scalp at all.
She couldn't get a brush through
it if she tried. Oh, she has not
showered, either' When her mother confronts her about showering
and washing her hair, she simply
refuses.
Is there anything you can advise
us to do? We're really worried.
DEAR READER: Your niece
appears to be suffering from a
psychological disorder, part of
which is a compulsion to refuse
help. Aside from the social implications of her condition, there are
potential health consequences, such
as skin infections and irritations.
I believe that the family should
work together in arranging a crisis intervention that will include
your niece's physician, family and
other concerned people. The goal
should be to convince your niece
to undergo counseling and accept
medical assistance. If she doesn't
have a physician, she should select
one or understand one will be
selected for her. She can then
make an appointment for an examination or be made aware, once
again, that one will be made for
her.
In any event, she needs intervention. This is a difficult problem that should be addressed.

ContractBridge
Bidding Quiz
You are South, and the bidding points) and at least one diamond
stopper. Partner may or may not
has gone:
carry on, depending on the site and
North
West
South
East
shape of his hand.
Dble
2•
Pass
I•
3. Three diamonds. It's hard to
Pass
What would you bid now with imagine any hand partner could have
where you wouldn't have a good
each of the following four hands?
chance for game. however, you can't
I.•Q9842•AQ5•8753•6
Jump to game in one of your suits
2.•K86 1'17•Q192•0843
because you might choose the wrong
3. 4)1874•AQ53•5•K962
one and wind up in an inferior con4.•104 V1652•973•AQ95
—
,cir--n .5
trite.
looaa“.a.a.sw.w..The best way oflocating the proper
I. Three spades. Partner's double
is for takeout, and if you were to trump suit is by a cuebid that forces
your partner to choose the suit. You
respond with only two ses, he
might think you had a hand that plan to raise to game in whatever suit
he names.
looked something like:
4. Two hearts. Here you're not
•Q742•875•8753•62
The best way to represent your quite strong enough for a Jumpactual values is by jumping to three response, so the problem is whether
an invitational bid indicating to hid two hearts or three clubs. Neiame-going potential of your ther response indicates any high-card
treldcgs'
s
hand. If partner passes, you are strength, but since a two-heart bid is
far more likely to stimulate a further
unlikely to miss a game
2.1w.swamp. lt is far better to hid from partner than a three-club
respond two notrump than three bid, the heart response should he preclubs, a hid you could make with no ferred. If partner raises two hearts to
high-card values at all Iwo notrump three, you should gladly bid four, as
Is a forward-going bid that indicates you have substantially greater values
moderate values (about seven to 10 than he has a nght to expect.
Tomorrow: Avoiding a crucial finesse.
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1 Bubble maker
4 Coffee-break
treat
8 Show approval
12 Whichever
13 Bassoon cousin
14 Trot or gallop
15 Pasta choice
17 Perfect place
18 Magnify
in a way
19 Just scraped by
21 Not waste
23 High-minded
27 Open to debate
30 Drumsticks
33 Breakfast grain
34 Taiga denizens
35 Keogh relative
36 Very funny per-

1E 0-0
He recifikeso/ waeT
(uremia.: **Kr mait
MESS LOacab Lam.
lom$
A Lew* OHO

Arlo

son

37 Octopus abode
38 Luggage IDs
39 Movie lioness
40 According to —
42 Came down
with

43I A IR FIEL C000
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I
MIOTIBIJOSON
TOBOIWW
A PENCIL

REPJEST
PEIJAISSION 11360
egg 10 10010116AR1'EN
AND START OYER .

Sidle past
Bridge tower
Tot s transport
Bottom of the
line (2 wds
56 Puerto —
57 Eurasian range
58 Driveway topper
59 Bad sign
60 McNally partner
61 Horror-film
street

44
47
51
54

DOWN
1 Stiff wind
2 Computer
system
3 Feathered
talker
4 Chases away
5 "Shogun'
apparel
6 Type of wolf
7 Mild onion
8 Ism
9 Ceding
10 F udy drink

Answer to Previous Puzzle

opoRm
mommo

mom

NORI100
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MUM OM@ MPOO
MoMM MONAD
WOO 0011
WO01100 OUOM
UOMM MOO EOM
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MR MOM ElOO MO
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Briefcase item
Oversupplies
Space widths
Film director
— Kazan
24 Give off steam

11
16
20
22

MMMOI MIME
MEM ME= MEM
MMEMOIMM MEM
MIME MEM
MEM
Mid
Ed= MAE ME
MI= MINI MEM
MAIM MEM
AM
MOM
WNW EMMA
MAME MIME=
MEM MEM ME
MINIM 41.1111 MUM

25 Burma
neighbor
26 Sundance
girl
,(:edt s
27 :
28 Bogus butter
291 Hur
3
Joule fraction
32 Knife wound
36 Tint again
Slugger
38 — Williams
41 Tangy taste
43 Rose pest
45 Duffel Mier
46 First name in
48 ITaz
arzdy
49
50
51
52

mineral
Yardstick
NFL player
Basketball
hoop
53 Playing card
55 Knows how
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